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Abstract 

International news media have gradually added blogs to their primary content 
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over the past five years. The Wall Street Journal, the Christian Science Monitor, 

Reuters and the Voice of America, for example, use blogs as vehicles to report news. 

The same media organizations put additional news on paper, on air or on official 

websites. But blogs are traditionally for personal journals and private opinions. This 

study analyzes how the mass media are using blogs to convey news and why, as well 

as the differences between blog posts and traditional news content. A grounded 

approach to the content of blog posts and traditional content on the South China Sea 

dispute, an ongoing 2012 news story in Asia from six major international media 

shows similarities in writing styles, point of view and types of information presented. 

Comments solicited from journalists give insight into reasons that the mass media run 

their own blogs and how content is chosen for them. The study suggests that going 

forward news stories will be written more like traditional non-media blogs and that 

blogs may be influenced by the disciplined writing of journalists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Blogs have existed since the 1990s. The term that is short for “Web log” once 
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carried Internet content as those two words implied: online journals of daily events 

and personal reactions to them. As some blogs gain mass followings, they began to set 

agendas for the mainstream news media and in some cases reduce the audience sizes 

for those media outlets. In keeping with a tradition of adapting new writing styles and 

new technologies, many major news media finally launched their own blogs, from a 

simple collection of columns written by reporters to a maze of websites that cover 

secondary news on specific topics such as consumer technology or emerging world 

markets. Use of blogs by the mainstream media raises questions about how 

newspapers or broadcasters aim to use that content channel alongside websites that 

already post a given day’s major news stories. 

This study uses a grounded approach to compare content among major 

international media that covered a single transnational story involving China and the 

United States. The present study also gathered insights, anecdotes and opinions from 

practicing news people who contribute to news blogs, in most cases overlapping the 

media content used for the grounded approach. Both research methods applied to this 

research explore the degree of convergence between mass media’s official news 

websites and blogs operated by the same media as well as reasons that the media have 

adopted blogs. Qualitative comparisons and contrasts cover types of article, purposes 

of the articles, article content and writing styles used. Comments from journalists 

offer explanations on how the media have brought blogs into the fold. 

This exploration also follows the spirit and general approach to previous mass 

media content comparisons for other purposes, for example press versus television 

framing of a European heads of state meeting (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000) and 

differences among North American news media’s coverage of the risks and benefits of 

certain medications (Moynihan & Bero, 2000).  

This exploratory research makes a contribution to extant material as other 
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academic researchers appear yet to have examined in depth the relationships between 

media blogs and other news channels run by the same organizations. The study comes 

as well at a prime time in the development of online news media. Blogs remain a 

relatively new part of all mass media’s repertoire of products, so it is not clear 

whether over the coming years they generally will be used to report more news, to 

publish more commentary, to engage readers or perform a completely new function. 

This study focuses on similarities between blogs and other news channels in terms of 

article content, types of stories, writing styles and purposes of the articles. It is 

significant to explore similarities, not contrasts, because traditionally blogs and news 

are written differently, cover divergent topics and serve separate audience demands. 

Major mass media appear likely to rely increasingly on blogs as a vehicle for 

news. That trend would reshape blogs as a genre if they blur the normally diary-like, 

opinion-driven online tool with fact-based news reports. Conversely, the 

mainstreaming of blogs into more traditional content could influence the way news is 

written, steering it toward a chattier writing style, increased entertainment value and 

more engagement with audiences. 

 

Literature Review 

To begin comparing blogs and the news media’s other editorial content, this 

study reviews literature on the historic role of blogs, reasons that news organizations 

have launched them and what has followed in the past when new technology confront 

traditional mass media. 

 

History of blogs 

Web-savvy youth in developed countries got blogs started with personal diaries. 

Accordingly, blogs are short for “Web logs.” Professionals later began using blogs 
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show off expertise, for example in law or national defense, and companies or their 

individual executives adopted the same tool to advertise or otherwise seek public 

attention in a chatty, personable manner. In a classic case, Microsoft CEO Bill Gates 

runs a blog, called thegatesnotes.com, on his personal travels and charity work. It 

posts stories in the first-person voice about the CEO’s trips abroad and personal 

efforts to understand or relieve poverty. There are videos and hyperlinks. 

A blog may be defined as a website that contains an online personal journal with 

reflections, comments and often hyperlinks provided by the writer (Oxfeld, 2005). 

The medium grew out of Internet forums and online bulletin boards that were popular 

in the 1990s. Credit for taking blogs to the masses often goes to Geocities, a service 

launched by Beverly Hills Internet to let users create their own websites. GeoCities 

reached one million members by 1997 and 38 million user Web pages before the 

service stopped in the United States in 2009 (“The Dawning,” n.d., para. 16). 

The typical blog format is a stack of date-stamped posts, with the most recent at 

the top, all inviting comments from readers. Comments can be screened and 

selectively made public by a blog’s authors or their moderator. Major social media 

such as Facebook and Twitter also allow users to write the equivalent of blogs subject 

to the rules and technical constraints of the hosts. The blog-specialized search engine 

Technorati was tracking about 100 million blogs worldwide as of 2007 (Quirk 

eMarketing, 2007).  

Today blogs serve a range of functions. Some are purely diaries, with posts as 

simple as “I Had a Cup of Coffee Today” (Sylvia’s Writing to Freedom, 2010). Other 

blogs feature opinions and reactions to other people’s opinions, often strong and 

consistent on specific social or political issues. Those Web logs may exist to challenge 

commonly accepted versions of events either recent or historical (Ho, 2007). In the 

United States, blogs have further supplemented the role of reality television, giving 
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private people a forum to let the public see the odd sides of seemingly ordinary people. 

Blogs also bring celebrities and everyday people closer, exposing the normally private 

lives of both (Miller & Shepherd, 2004). Photos and videos may enhance the content. 

Examples of classic blogs include Mediaite.com a lively, photo-enhanced, 

regularly updated and time-stamped collection of U.S. political developments mixed 

with commentary that starts from headlines such as the October 11, 2012 post titled 

“President Obama Refuses To Call Mitt Romney A Liar In Diane Sawyer Interview.” 

One of China’s best known English-language blogs Danwei.com merges news and 

commentary about media and the Internet. Its distinct, time-stamped posts carry a 

heavy element of opinion, though from different writers and not always the same 

viewpoint. For example, Beijing-based mass media-themed blog Danwei.com on 

October 11, 2012, carried a post titled “Beijing Morning Post investigation reveals 

horrid state of pet dog market in the city (of Beijing).” In Japan, the blog Gigazine.net 

has emerged as a popular forum for consumer electronics technology fans to post new 

product information and debate it. 

Blogs are usually written to express personal views, serve as diaries or challenge 

official information. News media would be making a significant shift by merging this 

communication tool with their mainstream, fact-based reports of events. 

 

News gathering and news writing 

News reports in mainstream media traditionally differ from blogs as outlined 

above. Unlike the original blogs, which are defined by strong expressions of opinion, 

mainstream English-language news agencies, newspapers, broadcast services 

normally spurn in-house points of view and instead cover just event-related facts and 

reactions from sources who are closely involved with the story but not employed by 

the media organization. These rules are passed on from generation to generation of 
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news people, who preach fact-based reporting in the name of objectivity remaining 

detached from news events themselves (Mindich, 2000). Opinions, reporters are told, 

are for designated columnists. The opposite of objectivity and detachment is editorial 

bias, which can erode a news organization’s credibility and contribute to the public’s 

general distrust of the mass media (Eveland & Shah, 2003).  

For those reasons, every item in every news story is presumed factually accurate, 

and if not the issuing news organization can correct it following audience complaints 

or legal action by parties who believe they were damaged by the error. A legacy of 

verifiable factual errors can damage a news organization’s credibility among audience 

members (Maier, 2005). Previously unknown information is sourced through a 

reporter’s observations or through named third-party sources, often institutions with 

authority over events in the news (Herman & Chomsky, 1988). A classic example of 

traditional journalism is found in this opening sentence from a Reuters story: “The top 

U.S. military officer said on Wednesday Chinese leaders had assured him that they 

were working on persuading North Korea to abandon its nuclear weapons program” 

(Jones, 2013). It is factual, attributed and betrays no personal opinion of the writer. 

Journalists (a broad term including reporters and editors) also perform a 

gatekeeping role by determining what stories are worth an audience’s time and 

attention, filtering out all but the ones they consider most important to a defined 

community of readers, viewers or listeners. This descriptive journalism theory 

advanced first in 1947 by psychologist Kurt Lewin is still so widely accepted that one 

scholar called it “the vanilla ice cream of mass communication theory” (Roberts, 2005, 

p. 3). However, studies have found a strong individual bias in the gatekeeping process. 

For example, a news organization’s decisions on which U.S. congressional bills to 

cover may depend on the tastes of individual newspaper staff writers (Shoemaker, 

Eichholz, Kim & Wrigley, 2001). 
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Naturally emerging from gatekeeping is the role of framing, which proposes that 

senior editors with input from opinion leaders in their audiences determine the content 

and style of news by narrowing down both to fit with the schemas of readers and 

viewers according to cultural familiarity principles (Van Gorp, 2007). Framing, like 

gatekeeping, gives mass media the authority to keep most events of a given day out of 

the news. Presumably those events do not shape public policy, affect public safety or 

have other mass impacts on the target audience. 

 

Reader involvement in news stories 

Readers of books as well as film audiences have been found to prefer material 

that involves them or transports them from their normal realities to fictional plots. The 

most captivated members of any audience or readership feel attentional focus, 

emotional engagement, narrative presence and narrative understanding – becoming 

comfortably one with the story (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2009). 

Peters (2011) argues that journalists have covered news from a more emotive 

standpoint over the past few decades as they try to involve readers, giving that style of 

writing as much legitimacy as more traditional stories written in a factual voice. 

Vaughn & Hesse (2008) suggest that reader responses to either a factual or more 

emotive style may depend on a “regulatory fit,” (p. 448) meaning readers feel a sense 

of rightness if a story is told in a way that fits the topic. 

In keeping with these theories, instructions to journalists may recommend the use 

of color, entertainment devices and other emotive writing tools. Canadian educational 

website Media-Studies.ca (2013) says that “[f]eatures are not meant to deliver the 

news firsthand. They do contain elements of news, but their main function is to 

humanize, to add colour, to educate, to entertain, to illuminate” (para. 1) 

Also in terms of audience involvement, the rise of news online has given 
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numerous new and easy outlets to citizen journalists, from tagging stories to posting 

eyewitness news videos taken by mobile phones or security cameras. Lewis et al 

(2010) argue that the advent of citizen journalism threatens even traditional mass 

media that have digitalized, generating “fresh urgency amid accelerating losses in 

readership and revenue in the core print product” (p. 163). Major media corporations 

and large-scale advertising dollars intend to “encroach” on citizen journalism (Goode, 

2009, p. 1289). But, after some resistance, those organizations are learning to use 

citizens as “gatewatchers” whose collective opinion on a given day’s news events is 

worth an editorial board’s consideration (Bruns, 2008, p. 178). 

 

Media-technology convergence history 

News media may stick to principles such as objectivity and reliance on fact over 

opinion. But they have always been dynamic. First there was print, then later radio 

and television. Driven by changes in technology, financial squeezes and reader 

appetite for particular kinds of news, mass media concerned about their survival 

experiment regularly with new approaches to presenting information. Reaching back 

to the 1960s, American author and former news reporter Tom Wolfe (1975) 

complained that top journalists in New York at that time were focused on writing 

extended feature stories, producing non-fiction, or standing out as columnists as 

opposed to writing in a factual style more typical of their field at the time. Wolfe 

(1975) calls the push away from factual reporting a collective effort to join the literati 

of the era -- a convergence of traditional news reporting with more artistic writing. 

Delivery of news through the latest major new format, particularly the Internet, 

has been found to raise readership, though not television viewership, among younger 

audiences (Althaus & Tewksbury, 2000). That demographic is the most coveted by 

traditional media in the United States. But other studies (Ahlers, 2006; 
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Dutta-Bergman, 2004) suggest that the same readers get content from online as well 

as offline media, causing little of the widely feared displacement of newspapers or 

television. Still, the mass media eventually co-opt most major advances in digital 

technology, often changing their writing or reporting styles to fit, after facing 

competition from media outsiders using the same technology (Wall, 2004). To 

increase substantive coverage and viewership during the widely watched 2004 U.S. 

presidential campaign, the television network CBS used a touch screen with 

drag-and-drop maps, and rival CNN mounted a “wall of giant video monitors” to its 

set in New York to display vote counts from all 50 states at once, for example 

(Crowley & Potter, 2005). Crowley and Potter (2005) found that those tools and 

others used that year allowed journalists to take more control of election coverage 

rather than letting the candidates frame it through their campaign schedules. 

Following are other core examples of traditional news media adapting the latest 

technology to deliver content. 

Proprietary websites: Until the late 1990s, most newspapers printed on paper 

once a month to once a day. Magazines published the same way weekly, monthly or 

quarterly. Television and radio networks broadcast over the airwaves. In the earlier 

days of the Internet, these media outlets launched websites to advertise their content, 

sometimes offering samples online. The shift online, described as the most significant 

hardware change in news media history since the printing press was invented in the 

fifteenth century, can transfer established offline brand equity online (Pauwels & 

Dans, 2001), effectively replacing older news channels. Today numerous newspapers 

and magazines, competing with newer online-only peers, use the Internet as their 

main vehicle for getting the news out. That means publications that were once weekly 

or monthly may now update the news every few minutes. Some such media, such as 

the Christian Science Monitor newspaper and Newsweek magazine, have moved 
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almost everything online. News media such as the Associated Press may also offer 

specialized mobile versions of their websites for smartphone and tablet PC users. 

Proprietary websites have worked so well in large part due to the swell in online 

advertising revenue, which was estimated at US$550 million in 1997 but $13 billion 

just five years later (Mings & White, 2000). The author has found that print 

journalists who write for websites must pick up their speed and tell a story in two or 

three sentences for the Web before writing a full version for a newspaper or magazine. 

Chats with audiences: Breaking down barriers between audiences and journalists, 

who have been accused in the United States of being out of touch with clients, some 

major media sponsor chat rooms where common people can discuss news events with 

reporters and editors. Previously, audience members who wanted to engage journalists 

wrote letters to their editors, who might make their e-mail addresses public. Chat 

rooms function as online, real-time letters to the editor or call-in shows, especially as 

media such as the Washington Post’s Live Online use journalists as the stars of their 

chats, even adding their photos to the forum (Young, 2000). Young (2000) writes that 

Live Online picks journalists who the Post believes can use the forum to show off 

specialized knowledge. U.S. multimedia company Thomson-Reuters asks its financial 

news editors and reporters to use chat rooms for discussion of their stories with major 

clients. This tool, though a drain on the time of a shrinking staff, allows high-paying 

clients such as investment bankers to ask questions that were not answered in news 

reports. Chat rooms raised the bar on reporters by requiring them to know more about 

a topic than what was reflected in a story. CNN had previously earned a following 

with a series of chat rooms on events in the news. A CNN moderator invites scholars 

for a Q&A and allows common people to raise some of the questions. 

Social media: In the author’s experience as a reporter, journalists are increasingly 

urged to promote their own news stories, as well as their employers, through Twitter. 
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For example, New York-based online newspaper TheStreet asks its online contributors 

to tweet their articles with links back to the original headlines. A large enough 

following on Twitter would drive up TheStreet’s page views, in turn raising pay for 

contributors whose fees are calculated according to eyeball counts. Growth in 

readership also means more tips for the reporter via e-mail or TheStreet’s website. 

Reporters at IDG News Service, a U.S.-based wire covering consumer technology, are 

also encouraged to “tweet” stories to raise page views. An icon of this trend at IDG is 

San Francisco-based reporter Martyn Williams (https://twitter.com/martyn_williams), 

who had 10,409 Twitter followers as of Dec. 20, 2012. 

These trends show that traditional news media eventually adapt new technology 

to their advantage, especially after being threatened by it, and use it to answer 

changing audience demands for interactivity and multimedia presentation of news 

(Deuze, 2003). 

 

Blogs and mass media 

Literature on links between blogs and the mass media focuses largely on external 

rather than media-operated blogs. As such, they study the differences between blogs 

and news reporting (Johnson & Kaye, 2004) or ways in which blogs set agendas for 

the editors of mass media as well as use the same mass media content as sources 

(Reese, Rutigliano, Hyun & Jeong, 2007). Some studies say those bloggers have 

effectively created a new kind of journalism (Wall, 2004) or filled in gaps left by the 

conventional media (Campbell, Gibson, Gunter & Touri, 2009). For this reason, the 

term “new media” has become fashionable to describe blogs and social media, setting 

them apart from conventional news channels, which would be dubbed “old media.” 

Traditional media may still look down on bloggers as unprofessional (Lasica, 2003). 

Few studies examine the role of blogs written by news organizations themselves. 

https://twitter.com/martyn_williams
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Blogs once posed a threat to the media (Lasica, 2003). They offered partisan 

content, specialized content and stories not driven by elite sources such as 

government officials (Hitge, 2007). Those blogs compelled mainstream reporters to 

answer back with their superior resources, legal backing and professional discipline 

(Lowery, 2006). But bloggers who wrote on specialized fields such as investment 

advice or consumer electronics often knew more than reporters covering the same, in 

some cases overpowering mass media’s resources. During the 2004 U.S. presidential 

election campaign, bloggers awoke mainstream reporters to the need to be fast yet 

accurate, not keep the gate too tightly guarded and avoid pigeon-holing only certain 

people as journalists (Carlson, 2007). Carlson (2007) writes that “in this way, as 

journalists make sense of blogs, they also re-interpret their own roles and norms in a 

changing media environment” (p. 275) Since around 2004, citizens have begun using 

blogs to write their own accounts of local news, again threatening the institutional 

media. They often write with the passion of people who care about a town rather than 

with the detachment of a journalist. Their contributions to public debate may stoke 

more competition among the established media in a given community (Schaffer, 

2007). 

Meraz (2009) questions whether the use of blogs to increase the flow of news is 

good for the gatekeeper role of news organizations that seek a stronger online 

relationship with their audiences. But other research shows that readers like a gate that 

swings open a bit wider than usual. “First, there is the pursuit of truth an increasingly 

media-saturated world; dissatisfaction with the increasing mediation of journalism 

leads to an interest in information that seem to provide a less mediated and thus more 

authentic reality,” Miller & Shepherd (2004, para. 13) write. 

Today numerous media organizations operate their own blogs and ask their 

reporters, editors or columnists provide content. Other media sub-contract to outside 
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bloggers, as can be seen by reading bylines and titles. This study looks later at some 

of the reasons that newspapers, magazines and broadcasters operate blogs. Media-run 

blogs may serve as “reporter’s notebooks.” Journalists covering a story use this type 

of blog to describe personal experiences or give behind-the-scenes details about 

events that the same media have covered already as standard news stories. One 

example is Marketplace’s 2012 post from China correspondent Rob Schmitz on what 

it’s like at the scene of a Foxconn plant in China (Schmitz, 2012) following suicides 

and worker strikes. Another is Geraldo Rivera’s December 2011 blog post on getting 

close to U.S. troops as they prepared to leave Iraq (Rivera & Timothy, 2011). This 

emotive first-person account was posted to a Fox News blog. Some media 

organizations, such as the Times of India and the South China Morning Post 

newspapers, subcontract their blogs to experts outside their editorial staffs, 

particularly on topics such as technology or investment. 

Other mass media-run blogs report news. Blogs in this category may add stories 

to those published in a newspaper, put on the air or posted to a news organization’s 

primary website that stands apart from its blogs. Blogs in this way expand the amount 

of content that a media organization can transmit to its audiences. It may be hard to 

tell at first glance how a blog differs in terms of content from other online news 

products offered by the same media organization. The Wall Street Journal, the 

Christian Science Monitor, Reuters News and the Voice of America, to name just a 

few major media, operate blogs that carry news items. A Christian Science Monitor 

blog post, for example, starts with the headline “Amid ongoing economic crisis, EU 

celebrates 'Single Market Week'” (Teffer, 2012). It’s a piece of news written in news 

style, along with line-by-line sourcing but interspersed with opinion phrases that give 

a sense that the writer wonders whether the EU has anything much to celebrate. 

Another such example is the Wall Street Journal’s “Deal Journal” blog post 
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announcing that Margaret Ren had been named China executive and chairman for 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch (Ho, 2012). The Journal’s blog sticks to news writing 

conventions with a dash of speculation, for example in the second paragraph: “Ms. 

Ren, who is a daughter-in-law of former Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang, has wide 

connections in China that may help deliver high-profile and lucrative deals.” Reuters 

News runs 47 blogs, each with a specific theme such as the environment, sports or the 

media as an industry. Content is unique from that of the Reuters news service but 

authored by the same reporters and editors. Some media, such as National Public 

Radio, do both reporter’s notebook-style columns and news pieces on their blogs. 

CNN’s “Situation Room” also stands apart as its top news personalities use this 

blog-like website to post videos of immediate breaking news and take comments from 

users. For some technology publications written largely by journalists with relevant 

expertise, blogs get news out along with columnist-like commentary such as how well 

as new consumer IT product compares to its peers. Some of the publications under 

IDG News, such as PCWorld and MacWorld, serve as examples. 

Although few studies cover media-run news blogs, several allude to a likely 

convergence. Gallo (2004) forecasts a complementary and integrated relationship 

between news media and blogs if the latter remain popular with user numbers to prove 

it. Hermida & Thurman (2008) describe news media’s increasing willingness to 

accept user-generated content, subject to filtering and aggregating by editors who are 

responsible to the audience. 

 

Media coverage: South China Sea issue of 2012 

International media had a unique opportunity in 2012 to follow an ongoing 

political issue in Asia that involved the world’s two most influential nations, China 

and the United States. Reporters covered the story throughout the year for their 
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employers’ main news channels as well as their in-house blogs. The South China Sea 

story easily generated content for a range of international media. Business media 

covered the oil exploration angle, as well as the dispute’s implications for trade and 

shipping. Reporters who were more focused on geopolitics followed China’s push into 

the disputed waters to the chagrin of smaller nations. News organizations with a 

strong U.S. audience took an interest in the South China Sea when Washington 

pleaded with China to work with its neighbors or said it would help the Philippines, a 

competing sea claimant, boost its military preparedness. The international media’s 

traditional news channels followed the story with breaking stories and analyses. Their 

blogs covered the South China Sea dispute just as actively, slotting in secondary or 

offbeat spot stories written with a chummy or chatty voice. 

The author of this study covered much of the South China Sea issue himself from 

his base in Taipei. Information in the summary below comes from the author’s official 

documents and interviews with political scientists. 

Six countries have made competing sovereignty claims to all or part of the South 

China Sea, and the issue is generally referred to the South China Sea sovereignty 

dispute. The ocean in question spans 3.5 million square kilometers (1.4 million square 

miles), from Singapore in the southwest to Taiwan in the northeast. An estimated 500 

tropical islets speckle the sea, most of them uninhabitable due to size or periodically 

submerged. The sovereignty issue first appeared after World War II and surfaced 

particularly in the 1970s. The past three decades have seen countless military clashes. 

One occurred in 1976, when China took the tiny, uninhabited Paracel Islands from 

Vietnam. Another came in 1988, when China and Vietnam clashed in the equally 

miniscule Spratly Islands. The 1988 incident sank Vietnamese boats and killed 70. At 

that time, fishery rights and shipping lanes were among the core issues. About half the 

world’s commercial shipping traffic uses the South China Sea. Although the United 
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States is not a South China Sea claimant, it passes military vessels through the region 

and has close political relations with the Philippines, one of the claimants. Other 

claimants to the whole sea are China, Taiwan and Vietnam. Brunei and Malaysia 

claim parts of the ocean area. 

The dispute has escalated since the turn of the century as China’s seeks undersea 

gas and oil to fuel its economy and becomes economically and militarily powerful 

enough to challenge smaller claimants such as Vietnam and the Philippines. Brunei, 

Malaysia and Taiwan are more passive players, seldom making open challenges to the 

other three governments. Each claimant effectively controls parts of the sea without 

daily challenges from other governments. Taiwan, for example, has an airstrip on the 

disputed ocean’s largest islet, Taiping. In 2012 the United States upset China with 

hints that it would support the smaller claimants if conflict escalated. Some political 

scientists say the United States looks to alliances with the smaller countries to contain 

China. Malaysia, though quiet in the political dispute, has tapped more undersea oil 

and gas than the other five governments. It produces half of today’s production total, 

amounting to 1.3 million barrels per day. The sea has proven oil reserves estimated at 

7.5 billion barrels of oil, part of as many as 213 billion barrels altogether, and 20 

trillion cubic feet of natural gas sit under the South China Sea, U.S. think tank 

GlobalSecurity.org Director John Pike has said. China began drilling for the first time 

in May 2012, following Vietnam. The Philippines is contracting out at least 15 

exploration contracts for parts of the sea that it controls. 

Although 2012 saw countless boat standoffs and diplomatic flare-ups, a 

significant amount of international news content for the year arose from three specific 

events within the broader sovereignty dispute. The first one occurred in April when 

the Philippines tried to arrest eight Chinese fishing boats near the tiny Scarborough 

Shoal 230 kilometers west of Luzon island. As the boats refused to leave, China called 
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for cuts in fruit imported from the Philippines and discouraged Chinese tour groups 

from visiting the same country, a threat to the already fragile Southeast Asian 

economy. The Philippines sought U.S. support as the United States still lives by a 

1951 Mutual Defense Treaty with Manila, making it easy to jump back into a country 

that it once colonized. The Philippine navy with 120 ships lags China’s with 976, 

increasing the urgency for a foreign ally. In view of that divide, the U.S. Senate 

passed a resolution calling for more defense cooperation with the Philippines, which 

had already bought two former U.S. coast guard ships. And in April that year, The 

United States posted 4,500 personnel to a Philippine island along the South China Sea 

for annual war games. The Chinese boats left the Scarborough Shoal in June and 

Beijing-Manila relations slowly recovered. 

The second major incident came with China’s establishment of a city, Saansha, 

and a companion military garrison in the Paracel islands between the country’s south 

coast and Vietnam to the West. Other claimants have outposts on islets under their 

control but not bases or cities. As the Vietnamese government protested, the United 

States charged China with escalating tensions in the sea region, prompting China to 

charge the United States with ignoring reality. 

And starting from July 2012, China fanned another round of news coverage by 

declining to sign a code of conduct with the other claimant governments and possibly 

the whole ten-nation Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). The code 

sidestepped the sovereignty dispute but spelled out steps to avoid conflicts between 

claimants. That agreement was the tenth covering the same South China Sea 

sovereignty dispute since the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

China said it preferred to work out bilateral agreements with Southeast Asian 

countries concerned about conflict at sea. But its refusal to sign the code prompted an 

angry response from U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, whose statements 
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brought a harsh response from China. 

Since 2012, as of the writing of this research, the South China Sea issue remains 

unsettled and tense but without the open disputes listed above. Some political analysts 

say the claimants have tacitly agreed to live with the dispute for now rather than 

risking conflict, especially with China. Shipping lanes have been left undisturbed and 

several claimants are exploring for oil or gas without clashing with one another. In 

2013 China become more focused on a separate dispute with Japan over a contested 

sea region about 220 kilometers from Taiwan, and the international media have turned 

much of their Asia coverage to this issue. This study follows the South China Sea 

disputes of 2012 because of its rich news value and because most of the research for 

this study took place from August of that year through March 2013. 

 

Literature indicates that blogs and news media have different origins, leading to 

different goals today. News media are meant traditionally to inform audiences about 

third-party events that editors believe to be of keen mass interest. Blogs came along 

later as personalized Internet accounts driven by opinions and diary-like stories that 

sought reader interaction. But the traditional news media suddenly found they were 

competing with bloggers, so they have tried to merge that outlet into their core 

products as they have previously co-opted chat rooms and official websites. 

The South China Sea dispute reached several peaks in 2012, and by that year 

numerous international media were blogging on Asia to supplement everyday 

coverage. This story provided ample and appropriate content for the current research. 

 

Research Questions 

 Based on the evolution of blogs from personal diaries to a tool of the mass media, 

which have coopted blogs to keep up with competition from outside Internet news and 
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commentary, this study has formulated two research questions: 

RQ1: Have mainstream media merged content, writing styles and levels of reader 

engagement between their in-house blogs and traditional news stories as found 

online? 

RQ2: Do news media use their blogs to select and report news as they do for 

in-house websites reflecting core products such as newspapers, magazines or radio 

services? 

  

Methodology 

To answer the research questions, this study uses content from the South China 

Sea story of 2012 and brief question-and-answer sessions with practicing journalists. 

Both sources draw from grounded theory approach, which is used because these 

questions have not obviously been explored before. 

 

Grounded theory approach 

This study uses a grounded theory approach to compare news media websites and 

blogs operated by the same media organizations. Grounded theory is “the discovery of 

theory from data systematically obtained from social research” (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967). It has also been described as a bottom-up approach to establish facts rather 

than a more rational top-down method. In a study on the use of grounded theory, 

Sandelowski (2000) writes that “data collection in qualitative descriptive studies is 

typically directed toward discovering the who, what, and where of events or 

experiences, or their basic nature and shape.” In 1994, Denzin & Lincoln (1994) 

described grounded theory as the most widely used qualitative interpretive framework 

in the social sciences.  

This approach arose from positivism, one of the oldest lenses for looking at social 
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sciences including communication. Positivism, which was developed by Auguste 

Comte in the early 1800s, holds that knowledge is about description. Positivists 

recognize observable facts and events that can be seen, measured and counted as facts 

(“The positivist and phenomenological worldviews,” n.d., para. 1). Glaser and Strauss 

formulated grounded approach theory in response to positivism’s excesses but kept 

some of its traditions, arguing instead that scientific truth results from observation as 

well as “consensus within a community of observers as they make sense of what they 

have observed” (Suddaby, 2006, p. 633). 

The approach often applies to qualitative studies in psychology and sociology, 

which are closely related to the newer field of communication studies. Grounded 

theory fits with the current study because the research compares the shapes of two 

previously un-compared or seldom compared reserves of content to comment on their 

relationships. Observation of content and interviews are two possible tools for 

grounded theory approaches and anchor this methodology. This research handles the 

content and interviews separately because of their different natures: Content examines 

performance and interviews cover motives behind the content. 

 

Content sources 

In the spirit of the grounded approach, this research conducted a sweeping review 

of news media to determine which ones operated blogs. It also chose the South China 

Sea issue of 2012 as a basis for comparison of blogs and traditional news channels on 

the premise that international media would cover it extensively compared to other 

trans-border stories spanning the full year. For content exploration purposes, the study 

drew articles and blog posts only from the media that covered the South China Sea 

story by blog plus a more conventional news channel as seen online. The author 

initially examined international news wires, international newspapers, 
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English-language media in Asia and major radio and television networks. As many 

potential content sources, particularly the Asian media and news wires, did not 

operate blogs, this study did not use their content. Some media, such as the South 

China Morning Post newspaper based in Hong Kong and the China Daily newspaper 

from Beijing, operate blogs but did not use them to cover the South China Sea issue. 

The research also did not use articles from these media outlets.  

Articles used for the content portion of the study are no more than 18 months old, 

available online to the public, making it easy to compare side-by-side. They all cover 

the South China Sea sovereignty dispute, a major international news story of 2012 

outlined in the literature review. Major media covered the issue consistently and from 

multiple angles throughout the year, providing ample content from which to choose. 

The current research found spot news stories, analyses and news commentary. Angles 

in those news articles, as well as blog posts, included geopolitical risk, U.S. foreign 

policy and exploration for oil or natural gas. This study examines content on three 

specific 2012 events within the broader story of the South China Sea sovereignty 

conflict to compare blog posts and conventional news articles – within a media 

organization and across media – written on the same events. 

At least one conventional story or blog post, but usually more than one, was found 

for each of six major international news media under each of the three news events for 

a total of thirty-eight samples. For the sake of brevity, only the top paragraph and one 

or two others were taken from each content sample, which may initially total ten or 

more paragraphs. The brief excerpts offer enough material for comparisons between 

blogs and traditional news reports. 

The analysis also tapped three international wire services and one international 

broadcast service with limited use of blogs and four Asia-based English-language 

media with regular coverage of the South China Sea. 
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Content was examined from a six mainstream English-language media outlets that 

offer news for free and operate their own news blogs. The study drew content from 

those six because they are recognized international media organizations that offered 

enough content to be useful for analysis. These media generally cover news without a 

strong or consistent sense of “home,” making them less likely to show a political or 

national bias. Bias is unavoidable, as an extension of framing and gatekeeping 

theories, but it occurs less often in globally read media outlets. 

The number of articles selected per each of the six media depended on how many 

were available online at the time of the study on three specific events related to the 

South China Sea issue in 2012. In most cases, all available articles or blog posts were 

used for the study. In other cases, the study drew from just part of the total available 

content to avoid repetition such as news updates. The goal was to collect about the 

same amount of content from each media organization so that no single one would 

outweigh the others, biasing any analysis. A selected story might cover an event for 

the news outlet’s first time or as a follow-up days or even months later. Every piece of 

content was written by a media organization editorial staff member or, in two cases, 

by guest writers. A brief summary of each piece (called “highlights” in the text) notes 

the basic writing device, the story’s basic purpose and the level of opinion versus facts. 

Writing styles include the use of color, or scene-setting details; any use of a narrative 

story-telling voice, presence or absence of the journalistic inverted pyramid formula 

of presenting the more important information first and any devices that were distinctly 

not traditions of journalism. Possible story purposes include informing readers about a 

recent news event (spot news), entertaining readers or analyzing an issue beyond a 

single recent event. Opinion is defined as subjective adjectives, predictions and 

interpretations (shot calling) not evident from the facts presented.  

The results section of this study elaborates on story purposes, writing devices, 
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facts and opinions that were sought in the content survey. 

Specific news media from which content was drawn are as follows: 

1. Wall Street Journal: U.S.-based international business newspaper with extensive 

coverage of Asia because of its emerging financial markets. It operates a number 

of blogs and posts its main news stories on a separate newspaper mirror website. 

2. Voice of America: U.S. government-run radio network with breaking political 

news from around the world. Blogs aggregate news wire reports and showcase the 

work of individual reporters. 

3. Christian Science Monitor: U.S.-based international newspaper that has gone 

mostly online and runs a series of news blogs. 

4. Reuters News: Division of U.S.-based Thomson Reuters covers news in most of 

the world with a financial focus. It ran 47 blogs as of late 2012. 

5. Forbes magazine: U.S.-based weekly magazine posts all content on mirror 

websites and runs a series of blogs, some run by individual staff members. 

6. Financial Times: British newspaper runs a website that mirrors print stories. It 

also operates a series of blogs. 

(See Appendix A for specific content and highlight summaries.) 

This study initially examined reports by the wire service Agence France-Presse, 

Associated Press, BBC online and Bloomberg News. As none of these outlets carried 

South China Sea coverage on their blogs, the findings do not include specific 

examples for grounded approach content. 

For comparison to the international media, this study also checked news on the 

South China Sea dispute from English-language media based in countries or regions 

with claims in the sovereignty dispute. They are listed here: 

The South China Morning Post newspaper, a Hong Kong daily with a reputation 

for its international news outlook, contracts out news blogs, but none regularly cover 
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geopolitical issues such as the South China Sea. In mainland China, the state-run 

China Daily operates staff-written blogs, including a one by deputy editor Chen 

Weihua (http://blog.chinadaily.com.cn/space-uid-660122.html) on his country’s role 

in international political issues including the sea dispute of 2012. The blog posts stitch 

facts together to form pro-Chinese government opinions, reading more like essays 

(“Essay,” n.d., para. 1) than news writing. 

This study also examined content also from the Taipei Times (an English-language 

newspaper that mainly covers Taiwan news), the Manila Bulletin newspaper (one of 

several English-language dailies in the Philippines) and The Star (a Malaysian 

newspaper published in English). These three Asian media outlets that do not operate 

regularly updated blogs, if any at all, on international political news. All three cover 

news primarily for audiences in a particular country or region. 

(See Appendix B for findings from Agence France-Presse, Associated Press, BBC, 

Bloomberg and four Asian media organizations.) 

 

Short e-mail interviews with journalists 

This study collected information from journalists on how their media 

organizations’ blogs differ from other online news content and, if they see a difference, 

why. Contributions from journalists offer further validity to findings about the 

convergence of blogs and other news vehicles. The content survey offers insight into 

what’s on each channel of news, while comments from journalists explain the reasons 

for trends spotted in the content. 

Each journalist received an e-mail with three open-ended questions. The questions 

were e-mailed to the editors and reporters between January 24, 2013 and March 15, 

2013. They are as follows: 

1. Why does your media organization operate news blogs in addition to standard 

http://blog.chinadaily.com.cn/space-uid-660122.html
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website news content? 

2. What are the key differences between your organization’s blog content and 

other online news content? 

3. How does your news organization decide what to put on its blogs? 

The respondents were a technology blog editor with the Financial Times, two 

Forbes Asia magazine editors, a China correspondent with the Christian Science 

Monitor, a reporter with the Voice of America, a Reuters News editor, a South China 

Morning Post blogger, a copy editor with The Star and a reporter with the Taipei 

Times. A reporter with the Wall Street Journal declined to answer the questions, citing 

company policy against commenting for academic research. 

(See Appendix C for specific e-mail questions and answers.) 

As the author of this study also contributes periodically to international media 

blogs, sometimes writing about the South China Sea dispute, he has added personal 

observations to this section. 

 

Results 

 The present study examined the content largely for thematic similarities between 

blogs and traditional news channels. Secondarily, it checked for differences between 

the two categories. Specifically, the content was studied for levels of fact and opinion, 

followed by a comparison of writing devices: inverted pyramid news style 

(information presented in order of importance), color, narrative voice and 

non-journalism style. The research finally looked for entertainment value in each 

piece of selected content and checked for numbers of spot and non-spot stories on 

blogs and other news channels. 

 For the second part of the methodology, responses from journalists are grouped 

together by theme, with citations to illustrate each point. Journalists noted similarities 
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in reporting style and gatekeeping by editors. One said opinions were to be omitted 

from blogs, whereas a blogger said his news organization encouraged personal views. 

Blogs were described as vehicles for secondary news, not the top stories of the day. 

Journalists also noted pressure to use a breezy voice, engage readers and rack up page 

views. The author closes the section with observations about cost savings by blogs. 

 

Content survey 

A total of thirty-eight blog posts and news articles were collected for the first 

phase of content – all covering the broad South China Sea sovereignty dispute of 2012. 

Of those, fourteen were for the first specific issue (China-Philippine standoff), twelve 

for the second issue (China founding a city at sea) and twelve for the third issue (code 

of conduct dispute). The study uses a total of 20 blog posts and 18 news stories from 

the media’s official websites. Blog posts accounted for eight stories covering the first 

issue, and half those on both the second and third issues. 

In examining the content in keeping with grounded approach principles, the 

author noticed numerous citations of facts, both present (pertaining to a given day’s 

news) and historical. A large number of items examined also contained adjectives and 

assertions that appeared to be opinions. Some content was written in journalistic 

styles, such as the inverted pyramid format. Others were written in chronological 

order or in other style less typical of news coverage. Use of entertaining language, and 

colorful content, was also seen across the sample. There appeared to be similar 

approach to sourcing and citation across the sample, as well, producing a tentative 

idea that editors were vetting content for blogs as well as conventional news stories. 

As these were the chief similarities noted in the first examination of content, this 

study will use examples and descriptive summary tables to compare blogs and news 

stories for these elements. 
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1. Fact and opinion 

Both blog posts and conventional news articles through other channels contained 

facts and opinions. For purposes of this descriptive study, a fact is any statement about 

an event, person, place, institution, history or current conditions that can be checked 

by other sources and verified as true. Some facts are historical and others events of the 

past few days. Facts include attributions to third parties. 

This line from a Reuters story (Appendix A entry 3-D.i) collected as part of the 

content study is a classic example of factual presentation: “Japan warned on Monday 

that a row over the South China Sea could damage ‘peace and stability’ in Asia as 

China stalled on a plan to ease tensions and disagreements flared between the 

Philippines and Cambodia over the contentious territorial issue.  

Although the writing is colorful, using the metaphor “disagreements flared” and 

the adjective “controversial,” these word choices serve as shortcuts to describe a 

complex process rather than the personal opinions of reporters or editors. As such they 

are facts for the sake of this study. There are also more traditional facts, namely 

“Japan warned” and “China stalled on a plan.” 

 Opinion for this research’s descriptive purposes is any subjective adjective, such 

as the Christian Science Monitor blog’s (Appendix A entry 3-C.ii) reference to 

“lucrative (but dwindling) fish stocks,” that cannot be verified as undisputed fact. 

Lucrative and dwindling, as subjective adjectives, vary in meaning from person to 

person. Opinion also refers to analysis of an issue that cannot be proven or disproven, 

such as the Wall Street Journal (Appendix A entry 3-A.i) line “China is picking fights 

with its neighbors again.” A fight usually means physical conflict, yet China is not 

using its military to assert the nation’s maritime claims. Forecasts about events that 

may or may not happen is another type of opinion spotted, likewise exaggeration such 
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as this line from the Forbes blog (Appendix A entry 2-E.i): “Libertarians aghast at the 

hydra-headed apparatus in Washington would have apoplexy in China.” The U.S. 

government strictly speaking is not a hydra, nor do Libertarians get apoplexy when 

they visit China. 

Based on the descriptions and examples above, five blog posts and eleven news 

stories covered only facts, normally historical background and a recap of whatever 

news events anchors the story – the China-Philippine standoff, China’s city at sea or 

the disputed code of conduct. Two blog posts and no news stories contained only 

opinions, normally subjective adjectives, forecasts and shot-calling. Eighteen blog 

posts and seven news stories contained both fact and opinion. 

 

Table 1 

 Facts only Opinion only Fact and opinion 

Blog posts 5 2 18 

Online news 11 0 7 

 

2. Writing styles 

This study compares blogs and standard news reports for four writing devices that 

occurred across blog posts and traditional news channels in the content studied. Other 

writing techniques were used as well, but these four are consistent with literature on 

conventions in modern-day journalism (Media-Studies.ca, 2013). 

 

A. Narrative voice (sequential story telling). Example from a Wall Street Journal 

blog (Appendix A entry 1-A.ii): “First bananas, now Sharks. The list of casualties 

from China’s territorial spat with the Philippines keeps getting longer.” Use of the 

terms “first,” “now,” “the list” and “getting longer” are readily used in storytelling, 
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from oral tradition to novels. They are also consistent with journalism’s efforts to 

engage readers in news stories. 

B. Color (describing scenes or people in news stories). Example from a Forbes blog 

(Appendix A entry 2-E.i): “Nobody actually lives there, and it doesn’t have much 

in the way of amenities (definitely no Starbucks).” Imagery in this sentences 

qualifies as color because it give a picture, independent of the daily news, of an 

evidently barren Chinese-held island in the South China Sea. 

C. Inverted pyramid leads (first paragraphs rich in new factual information such as 

who, what, where, when and why). Example from the Reuters News website 

(Appendix A entry 2-D.i): “China's powerful Central Military Commission has 

approved the formal establishment of a military garrison for the disputed South 

China Sea, state media said on Sunday, in a move which could further boost 

tensions in already fractious region.” This first paragraph of a story outlines who 

(military commission), what (approved establishment of a garrison), when (state 

media released the information on Sunday) and where (South China Sea). The 

paragraph also gives the story a sense of overall importance – that the 

commission’s announcement could boost tensions in a fractious region. 

Paragraphs that follow this one, the lead, will go into details of who, what and 

where, as well as the announcement’s significance. 

D. Non-journalism styles (essay writing, conversational writing, use of questions 

instead of statements). Example from a Christian Science Monitor blog (Appendix 

A entry 3-C.i): “So what’s the big deal behind this year’s deal – besides calming 

nervous people onshore and making their leaders look like saintly peacemakers?” 

This blog post starts out with a statement, which is atypical of traditional news 

stories? Use of the words “big deal” point to conversational writing. The term 

“saintly peacemakers” has an air of sarcasm about it as government leaders would 
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sound arrogant if they used the word “saintly” to describe their own missions. 

 

Among the content samples used for this study, three blog posts and four news 

stories used a narrative voice, usually a first-then-later sequence. Narratives are 

considered here as a journalism writing device, though they occur in other types of 

writing, such as fiction. Three blog posts and one news article used some level of 

color, from a descriptive adjective to a full paragraph of scene setting. Twelve blog 

posts and ten news stories incorporated “inverted pyramid” leads with at least two 

pieces of recent information such as who, what or when. Twelve blog posts and eight 

news articles used non-journalism writing styles, usually editorial phrases such as “list 

of casualties from China’s territorial spat” (items on the Wall Street Journal blog 

post’s “list” didn’t really die) or clear essay-style theses with facts to back them up. It 

is possible for one story to use more than one writing style. For example these lines 

from a Financial Times blog (Appendix A entry 1-F.ii) post use color, non-journalism 

writing (not the inverted pyramid-style lead paragraph) and a narrative voice: 

  “The month-long impasse between Chinese and Philippine ships in a disputed 

area in the South China Sea has many unforeseen consequences. Now, the standoff 

over rich fishing grounds could potentially deprive wealthy Chinese consumers of the 

tasty but pricey Philippine bananas that used to be exported mainly to Japan.” The 

phrase “tasty but pricey Philippine bananas” is an example of color. The reference to 

“many unforeseen consequences” in the first line is non-journalism style. Journalists 

typically don’t call the shot. Rather they would list the consequences so readers can 

decide whether they’re “many” or “unforeseen.” The word “now” followed by 

“month-long” is narrative voice they set up a chronological sequence much like a 

fictional story with a beginning, middle and end. 
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Table 2 

 Narrative voice Color Inverted pyramid Non-journalism writing 

Blog posts 3 3 12 12 

Online news 5 1 10 8 

 

3. Type, purpose of story 

As the mass media have become more focused on engagement and interactivity 

with readers, or at least on reader feedback (Chung, 2007) in keeping with popular 

demands and changing technology, it is appropriate to ask about the purpose of 

articles selected for this study. To inform is a cardinal principle of any piece of 

journalism (Curran, Iyengar, Lund, & Salovaara-Moring, 2009), but what about to 

entertain or to stoke a reaction? Could a single piece have multiple missions, such as 

to inform and entertain at the same time? 

News media generally carry analytical stories, news features, profiles of business 

people and opinion columns in addition to breaking news. Newspapers may carry 

guest columns as well as letters from the public. Broadcast media sometimes air 

opinions of their staff and guests through talk shows and news analysis programs. In 

some cases, such as Sean Hannity’s show on the U.S. network Fox TV, the host mixes 

interviews with personal commentary and reaction from an invited studio audience. 

This study summarizes the news website content and blog posts examined in the 

methodology first according to whether each item was spot news or not. Spot news 

stories are always to inform, as they present lists of the latest facts about a recent 

event or incident. For non-spot news stories, this study explored whether or not they 

were used to inform (using facts, analysis, point of view made with evidence), to 

entertain (narrative, special language unusual in journalism) or both. 

A spot story reports events of the past few days, written as if they are new or not 
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known before. A non-spot story is any other type. Both blogs and other news website 

content, sometimes under the same banner, contained spot news. For example, the 

Voice of America blog states (Appendix A entry 1-B.i): “The Philippines and China 

continued looking for a diplomatic solution to a naval standoff on Thursday, even as 

Manila sent a second vessel to disputed islands in the South China Sea.” This item is 

a spot piece because it covers a specific event (search for a solution) at a specific time 

(Thursday) and in a specific place (South China Sea). 

The same radio network’s main news website (Appendix A entry 1-B.iii) says: 

“The nine-day-old naval standoff between China and the Philippines showed few 

signs of cooling on Thursday, with Beijing sending a powerful military vessel toward 

the disputed islands in the South China Sea.” This story also qualifies as spot news 

because it reports specific events bounded by a given time and place. 

This sentence from a Christian Science Monitor blog (Appendix A entry 1-C.iii): 

aims to inform through facts: “The number of Chinese tourists coming to the 

Philippines has also plummeted, prompting one of China's three major airlines to cut 

its daily service to Manila from two flights a day to one.” Even though it’s not a 

classic spot news piece, lacking a time element, this sentence is rich in details, such as 

falling tourism and a cut in flights by a particular airline. 

The Monitor’s main news website (Appendix A entry 1-C.ii) does the same: “The 

Philippines and China are holding their ground in a tense dispute over Scarborough 

Shoal in the South China Sea, as the Chinese sent a third ship to the region today and 

the Philippines sent a coast guard ship to replace their flagship as it refueled.” Like 

the news in the previous paragraph, this sentence is also rich in details about what 

(ships) and where (Scarborough Shoal). 

This line on the Financial Times main news website (Appendix A entry 1-F.iii) 

informs while using descriptive writing to entertain: “Whenever a Japanese coast 
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guard patrol close to the Senkaku Islands scans the horizon these days, Chinese ships 

are likely to appear in the lens. Virtually every day for the past two weeks Beijing has 

sent maritime surveillance vessels into waters close to the disputed archipelago. A 

very public exercise in displaying its fury over Japan’s move to nationalize some of 

the islands, which Tokyo controls but Beijing also claims sovereignty over.” 

Entertainment value in this lead paragraph of a story that also touches on the South 

China Sea shows in the scene-setting – a real sense of China and Japan staking each 

other out over their disputed islets. This line informs as well. Every sentence contains 

factual information about the nature and degree of China’s surveillance. 

Entertainment may be the purpose of stories or blog posts written largely in 

non-journalism styles, especially with the use of scene setting, suspense building or 

presenting facts in chronological order. One example comes from this Wall Street 

Journal blog (Appendix A entry 2-A.i): “Sometimes oil companies follow the flag, 

sometimes the flag follows them – and sometimes they themselves become the flag. 

The third scenario has come to pass…” This introductory paragraph for a story about 

China’s drilling for South China Sea oil sets a scene before describing what’s really 

going on. The “flag” referenced here represents the country, China, and its national 

interests. It’s a metaphor, which is more common in fiction than journalism. 

Additionally, all blog posts and many websites surveyed posted numbers of 

re-tweets and Facebook likes, evidence of each item’s popularity among a mass 

readership. (See Appendix A for details.) One publication used, Forbes, also posts the 

number of page views for items posted online, blog or otherwise. 

Fifteen blog posts and twelve main news website articles covered spot news, 

with three blog posts and eight website news articles covering other kinds of stories. 

Of the spot news blog posts, six were written with colorful language or in narrative 

style suggesting intent to entertain. Only one of the spot stories on main news 
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websites suggested the same intent. Two non-spot blog posts and two non-spot 

website stories also carried entertainment value. All but one story carried enough 

current information to qualify as informing readers about the news. The single 

exception was an advice story, with facts sifted in rather than presented as a package. 

 

Table 3 

 Spot story Non-spot story 

Blog posts 15 3 

Online news 12 8 

 

Table 4 

 Entertainment value 

Spot stories on blogs 6 

Spot stories in online news 1 

Non-spot stories on blogs 2 

Non-spot stories in online news 2 

 

Summary of content trends 

These findings tentatively point to several trends. All blogs and conventional 

online news stories contained facts, likely in the spirit of conveying new news to their 

audiences. Both blogs and conventional stories also offered opinions, though in 

keeping with the literature (Oxfeld, 2005; Ho, 2007), points of view were weighted 

more toward the blogs. Blogs and conventional online news compared more closely in 

terms of writing style, with conventional news more inclined to use a narrative voice, 

per modern journalism style as outlined in the literature (Peters, 2008; Vaughn & 
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Hesse, 2011). Consistent with their original role as weblogs rather than news vehicles, 

media-run blogs were also more inclined than conventional articles to use 

non-journalistic writing styles. 

Analyzed for purpose or intent, blog posts and conventional online stories were 

equally likely to break a piece of spot news, as suggested by theories (Wall, 2004; 

Campbell et al, 2009) on the convergence of traditional news and stories presented 

through newer media. Agence France-Presse remains a striking exception with its 

blogs written by reporters from behind the scenes of what they normally cover. 

In keeping with the origins of both content categories (Ho, 2007), blogs analyzed 

in this study were more likely than conventional news stories to entertain, though 

further study of non-breaking news might reveal more entertainment value in 

traditional online media. A scan of the South China Morning Post, though it did not 

cover the South China Sea issue on its blogs, adds evidence to the use of blogs to 

break news, particularly secondary stories not found on the paper’s main website, 

with commentary mixed in. (See Appendix C for comments from a Post blogger.) 

The first research question sought to find whether the news media have merged 

content, writing styles and levels of reader engagement between their traditional news 

products, as reflected online, and their own blogs. Based on the findings, content has 

crossed over in terms of spot news and levels of factual reporting. Writing styles also 

show a degree of merging, notably blogs’ use of the inverted pyramid story format 

that has long been a convention of traditional offline news. Efforts to engage 

audiences are reflected as well in both categories – as seen through use of color, 

non-traditional journalism writing styles and an overlap of information and 

entertainment in the same story. 

Although prior literature has not forecast convergence of media-sponsored blogs 

and their main news products, studies note that news organizations eventually pick up 
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new technology (Wall, 2004) to keep up with non-mainstream rivals such as citizen 

journalists (Bruns, 2008; Goode, 2009). Literature on journalism’s evolution has also 

forecast merging of intents to inform, entertain and engage readers (Curran et al, 

2009). In these veins, blogs and traditional media may prove complementary, as news 

readers have been found to consume through multiple channels instead of choosing 

one over another (Ahlers, 2006; Dutta-Bergman, 2004). 

Results of this grounded theory approach for content are still exploratory only, 

leaving room later for a quantitative content analysis to test the degree of convergence. 

For insights on the second research question, this study turns to questions and answers 

from practicing journalists as well as the author’s own experience. 

 

Analysis of interviews with journalists 

Seven journalists gave answers to open-ended e-mail questions about their media 

organizations’ blogs and news websites gave a range of answers. Those answers are 

grouped here by theme. 

 

1. Gatekeeping by editors 

The interviewees said that articles for blogs were vetted by editors. In this sense, 

content for blogs and other news products would be picked the same way.  

Bruns (2003) says that news media bloggers are charged more with 

“gatewatching” than with gatekeeping and associates their role more with that of 

librarians than journalists who go out and gather information: “In their work, the staff 

of many new online news operations combines aspects of the roles of both 

gatekeeper-journalists and specialist librarians to arrive at a practice which can 

usefully be termed gatewatching” (p. 38). 

However, the comments here from journalists and the author’s observations 
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indicate that gatekeeping as explained by Lewin (Roberts, 2005) and framing as 

described by Van Gorp (2007) are in effect for blogs. 

 

2. Posting of secondary stories on blogs 

There was also acknowledgement that news blogs were used to publish stories 

that did not fit with the main websites, usually for lack of importance. The Christian 

Science Monitor, for example, uses blogs to offer “insight on aspects of life and public 

affairs” in a given country but otherwise handles content like standard news stories, a 

correspondent with the news organization said. 

A Financial Times editor said that the company’s blogs are to “showcase the 

journalism that we do in ways that don't fit the mold imposed by the print newspaper.” 

The editor adds that “there was, and is, a certain degree of ‘oh it’s not good enough 

for the paper so let’s just put it on the blog,’ but we’re moving more and more away 

from that.” 

A Voice of America reporter says news not fit for radio, the primary news vehicle, 

ends up on blogs: “VOA’s website also has reports that are labeled as something like 

‘blogs’ but are in fact simply computer-generated compilations of wire copy.” 

 

3. Journalistic research techniques 

Journalists and editors said blog posts are researched, with journalistic sourcing 

(direct quotes and citations) the same way other news content would be researched. 

One editor stressed that bloggers must shun personal opinions, though peers say 

opinions are acceptable as long as supported by facts. 

A Reuters News editor noted that blogging for the news service was “not a 

license to vent personal views. We are always bound by the Trust Principles of 

accuracy, fairness and freedom from bias. We also do not respond in anger to 
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comments that appear on posts.” 

But a South China Morning Post blogger says he and other bloggers have 

freedom to cover what they want. “This doesn't mean that journalistic standards of 

blog content are any lower than for the regular paper, but just that the author is 

allowed to express his or her own views in the blog. By comparison, reporters would 

rarely express such views in regular articles.” 

 

4. Interactive sense of news 

Blogs are meant to use a different voice, or give readers a different sense of the 

news, compared to other news content, some journalist noted. Some said blogs are 

geared to invite reader debate or feedback, for example by posing questions about the 

news. One editor said bloggers are paid according to the popularity of their posts. 

From a Forbes editor: “A big part of getting traffic is promoting your blog by 

linking to your posts on Facebook, Twitter, Linked-In and anywhere else you think 

might get clicks. Interest group message boards can be big – if you do a story on, say, 

education, then education and school association websites and message boards can 

drive traffic. Sometimes groups post news stories of interest to their members so you 

want to be included.” 

 

5. Author’s observations 

The author of this study has contributed to a Forbes blog on Taiwan and 

occasionally writes about Taiwan or surrounding parts of Asia for the Christian 

Science Monitor’s world news blog. Monitor editors ask that blog posts be kept 

shorter than other stories, keeping them to 500 words and spending no more than one 

hour per post. A chatty, engaging voice is required for blog posts as well as for other 

stories on Asia as the online newspaper tries to capture American audiences with just 
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passing interest in foreign news, the author has been told. Forbes editors add that are 

keen to break news on the blogs, though they are hesitant to go head to head with 

better-staffed news wire services that specialize in breaking news. They also advocate 

responding fast to reader comments and even using comments to form new blog posts. 

Volume is encouraged. There are no blog-specific writing style guidelines. 

Costs to produce blogs may also be lower than that of other news channels. The 

Christian Science Monitor pays US$50 per contracted post for in-house blogs 

compared to US$250 for other news stories. The Forbes editor says bloggers are paid 

in part according to their popularity: “You can write as frequently as you can – the 

more posts, the more traffic and the more you’re paid -- but you need to post at least 

five times a month to be paid at all.” 

 

Mass media with limited blogging 

Journalists with media with few or no news blogs gave sparser comments. For 

example, a Taipei Times reporter said the management “lives in the previous century” 

and sees no purpose for starting blogs. Bloomberg runs just two blogs because its 

business focus is on selling news and data terminals to subscribers rather than posting 

content for public views, according to a senior Bloomberg reporter. 

 

Conclusion 

Blogs were created as diaries and vehicles for opinions, inviting online feedback. 

News writing, in contrast, is normally written according to fact, vetted by editors and 

intended to inform. But as blogs gained popularity after their launch in the mid-1990s, 

they began to undercut the mass media’s readership. News media, already with their 

own websites and accustomed to coopting new technology, have in turn started their 

own blogs. This study applied a two-part grounded approach – a content survey of 
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news stories on the South China Sea dispute of 2012 and comments from practicing 

journalists – to explore whether the news media’s blogs have begun to look more like 

conventional news stories and vice versa. 

 

Summary of findings 

From a grounded theory vantage point, traditional news channels and blogs run 

by the same media organizations have converged. According to the survey of content 

on South China Sea coverage in 2012, mass media-hosted blogs and other news 

channels operated by the same media organization contain facts as well as opinions. 

Blogs are more weighted toward non-journalism writing devices, as might be 

expected based on the evolution of blogs in general, mainly outside the media, since 

their arrival in the 1990s (Oxfeld, 2005). But news media blogs also cover more spot 

news, a traditional staple of newspapers, magazines and broadcast networks before 

they adopted blogs. Non-spot stories can be found on either channel but are more 

likely outside blogs. Stories meant to entertain – as well as inform per the convention 

of journalism – were found on both blogs and in other news products, with a slight tilt 

toward blogs. Blogs were found largely in international media and particularly 

Western news outlets. Asian regional newspapers either did not operate blogs or did 

not blog the South China Sea story. Some Western media, particularly news wires, 

also make limited use of blogs.  

E-mail Q&A with practicing journalists confirmed that bloggers and news 

reporters were doing much of the same work, with editorial gatekeeping in effect for 

both job descriptions. Bloggers, like reporters, are expected to be accurate as well as 

fair, toning down personal opinions. Some journalists called their blogs channels for 

secondary news stories, explaining overlaps found in the content survey, or channels 

for news written in a chatty way to invite reader interaction. 
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In summary, the content survey and comments from journalists for this research 

indicate that mainstream news media regularly post hard news, soft news and news 

about any topic on their main news websites as well as their blogs. Writing styles and 

levels of reader engagement overlap, though blogs remain lighter and chattier, 

sometimes telling secondary news stories or inviting reader feedback. The study also 

provides evidence that media organizations select news for blogs with the same means 

used for main news websites and that reporting methods are nearly identical. 

The findings, though limited by the scope of a grounded approach research 

method, suggest a turning point for blogs in general as well as for traditional news 

media content. Before the media adopted them, blogs started out as journals packed 

with personal opinion, followed by strong reader reactions. The mass media have 

converted their in-house blogs into channels for fact-based news with few hints of 

diary writing or writer’s points of view. Traditional news media favor facts, spurn 

opinion, and choose only prime content. Some of that tradition had already been 

conceded to audience demands for more engaging reports and more participation in 

the news, especially as new technology made it easier for the public to be heard. 

Blogs under the mass media have broken down traditional news coverage even further 

by offering short takes, a breezily engaging style of writing and chances for readers to 

react online to a story. 

Findings presented in the current research indicate that blogs that cover current 

events will be pressured to read more like professionally researched and editor-vetted 

news stories while conventional news stories will be pushed to read more like blogs 

with a chattier, more engaging voice and easy opportunities for reader interaction. 

 

Limitations and further research 

This study is an exploration. It does not test content for the degree of 
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convergence between the news media’s blogs and their other news channels, for 

example to determine the exact degree of similarity or to chronicle any change in 

convergence over a given period of time. Neither does it account for every media 

outlet or every story and every blog post on the South China Sea in the media that 

were selected. There is room for further study on: 

1. Degree of overlap between news blogs and other online content offered by 

the same news media. 

2. Convergence in the content of blogs and news media with time as a 

dependent variable. 

3. Differences in audience interactivity between blogs and news stories, using 

page views and social media share rates to conduct tests. 

4. Reasons that some English-language media, particularly print media in 

countries where English is not a primary language, use blogs less extensively 

than major international newspapers. 

The adoption of blogs by mass media is also far from complete. This study found 

several established newspapers, broadcasters and wire services that seldom use blogs 

to publish news. (A brief summary of Asian media and other media with limited use 

of blogs appears in Appendix B.) This research also proposes future study on reasons 

that some media avoid blogs. Findings may reveal financial concerns or potential 

conflicts between blogs – always provided free to the public -- and the paid side of a 

news media’s operations. It’s possible that some media’s chief news channels as 

reflected online already cover news in a blog-like fashion, especially in terms of 

writing style and clear points of view. For example, the Manila Bulletin newspaper in 

the Philippines published these lines in a news article, not labeled opinion, on its 

website: “The continuing pursuit of (China’s) unilateral interests could threaten peace 

in the region…On the other hand, the option to cooperate in establishing a joint 
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maritime zone for the purpose of resource management and environmental protection 

is perceived by many as the most desirable solution” (Baird, 2012). In advocating a 

solution to a South China Sea issue between claimants, it expresses an opinion. 

Because the Chinese government controls its mass media, the state-run China 

Daily newspaper naturally covers the sea dispute from the official point of view, in 

theory reducing the need to post opinionated writing on blogs. For example, in 

reporting a spat with Vietnam through its official news website, the China Daily said 

that “At 10:30 am on March 20, four Vietnamese fishing boats illegally entered and 

fished in waters off the Xisha Islands, over which China has had indisputable 

sovereignty since ancient times” (Zhang, 2013). The terms “illegal,” “indisputable” 

and “since ancient times” convey opinion, without attribution, that favors China. 
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Appendix A 

News articles and blog posts used for grounded approach content (one to four key 

paragraphs from each article, name of guest writer if applicable, number of page 

views or social media pickups if available and a researcher’s note on the article’s 

content) 

 

News story 1: Vessels from China and the Philippines enter a standoff over 

Scarborough Shoal, risking a conflict and freezing bilateral relations. (April-July 

2012) 

1-A: Wall Street Journal 

http://bcis.pacificu.edu/journal/article.php?id=369
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i. Wall Street Journal main news website 

Beijing to Withdraw Fishing Boats From Disputed Shoal (June 18, 2012) 

Twelve comments, no Tweets or Facebook recommendations posted 

“Inclement weather appears to have achieved what diplomacy couldn't in the 

South China Sea as Beijing announced it was withdrawing its fishing vessels from the 

disputed Scarborough Shoal due to storms and rough seas, following a similar 

announcement by Manila over the weekend. 

“Nonetheless, Beijing indicated its ships could soon return to Scarborough, 

known as Huangyan Island in China. Neither side appeared to be budging on the 

underlying issue of how to resolve the dispute over the resource-rich area, analysts 

said. 

“A standoff between China and the Philippines began in April after Chinese 

maritime vessels blocked Philippine authorities from arresting Chinese fishermen 

accused by Manila of illegally harvesting coral and poaching sharks in the waters.” 

Highlights: Factual reporting, but the phrase “appears to” in the first and 

second paragraphs carries a hint of opinion (prediction, speculation). The third 

paragraph is standard background. 

ii. Wall Street Journal blogs 

Shanghai Sharks Call Off ‘Goodwill Games’ (June 8, 2012) 

Fifty-nine comments, three Tweets and nine Facebook recommendations 

“First bananas, now Sharks. The list of casualties from China’s territorial spat 

with the Philippines keeps getting longer. 

“Just a month ago, news surfaced that China had been blocking the import of 

thousands of boxes of Philippine-produced bananas, leaving many to spoil. 

Unfortunate fruit exporters ended up taking a hit of some $33.6 million in related 

losses in mid-May. 
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 “Now, a Chinese basketball team has called off games with the Philippines, the 

Agence France-Presse reports.” 

 Highlights: Factual reporting; use of word “unfortunate” conveys opinion; the 

Agence France-Presse report includes a hyperlink, per traditional blogging 

convention. 

i. Wall Street Journal blogs 

Nationalists Risk Exacerbating South China Sea Tensions (May 23, 2012) 

Thirty-eight comments, eight Tweets and twenty-six Facebook recommendations 

“As tensions remain high between the Philippines and China over competing 

territorial claims in the South China Sea, some nationalists in the Southeast Asian 

nation are looking for ways to take matters into their own hands. 

 “Home-grown patriots have been agitating to float their own boats out to the 

disputed Scarborough Shoal, where Chinese and Philippine vessels have been locked 

in a standoff for weeks.” 

 Highlights: Factual reporting with an opinionated, narrative edge told through 

phrases such as “home-grown patriots” and “locked in a standoff.” 

1-B: Voice of America, US government-run radio network with online news 

i. Voice of America blogs 

Philippines Sends Second Boat to Naval Standoff with China (April 12, 2012) 

“The Philippines and China continued looking for a diplomatic solution to a 

naval standoff on Thursday, even as Manila sent a second vessel to disputed islands in 

the South China Sea. 

 “Philippines foreign ministry spokesperson Raul Hernandez said a coast guard 

boat has been sent to the Scarborough Shoal, located about 230 kilometers off the 

northwestern Philippines.” 

Highlights: Factual correspondent report 
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ii. Voice of America blogs 

Philippines: China Escalating Standoff Involving South China Sea (April 20, 2012) 

“The Philippines has accused China of sending another warship to disputed 

islands in the South China Sea, amid a continuing standoff in the area. 

“Philippine foreign affairs spokesman Raul Hernandez said his government plans 

to ask Chinese officials why they have violated an agreement not to aggravate the 

situation.” 

 Highlights: Straight news stories, no editorializing, possibly from news wires 

rather than staff reporters or correspondents. 

iii. Voice of America news website 

China Sends Second Boat to Standoff with Philippines (April 18, 2012) 

“The nine-day-old naval standoff between China and the Philippines showed few 

signs of cooling on Thursday, with Beijing sending a powerful military vessel toward 

the disputed islands in the South China Sea. 

 “According to Chinese media reports Thursday, officials say the country's most 

advanced fishing patrol vessel, the Yuzheng 310, has been sent to protect Chinese 

fishermen in the region.” 

 Highlights: More context in the first paragraph compared to the radio network’s 

blog posts on the same event; otherwise few differences.  

1-C: Christian Science Monitor, U.S. online newspaper, general circulation 

i. Christian Science Monitor news website 

Leaning on US, Philippines boldly pushes back on China in sea dispute (April 26, 

2012) 

Twenty-one comments, twenty-six Tweets and 107 Facebook recommendations 

 “The Philippines accused China today of violating a 2002 nonaggression pact 

when Chinese government ships prevented Filipino authorities from arresting Chinese 
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fishermen whom the Philippines say were illegally encroaching. 

 “It is the latest in a series of unusually bold moves by the Philippines in its 

mounting multilayered resistance against China as it edges in on Manila’s maritime 

interests. Philippine officials have grilled the Chinese ambassador, proposed an 

elaborate dispute-resolution plan to its Southeast Asian neighbors, and bought two 

former US coast guard ships to help its navy to hold off China.” 

Highlights: A post-game write-through of news events, leading on the latest; hint 

of context in the phrase “latest in a series of unusually bold moves;” no opinion. 

ii. The Monitor's main news website 

China, Philippines send ships to disputed island. What if they sent lawyers? (April 12, 

2012) 

Twenty-three comments, twenty tweets and fifty-eight Facebook recommendations 

“The Philippines and China are holding their ground in a tense dispute over 

Scarborough Shoal in the South China Sea, as the Chinese sent a third ship to the 

region today and the Philippines sent a coast guard ship to replace their flagship as it 

refueled. But a peaceful resolution to the impasse is still being sought. 

 “One of the ways out may be taking the dispute to an international tribunal or the 

International Court of Justice. But international law may not be able to provide an 

obvious resolution, as each side has grounds for its claim on the island.” 

 Highlights: Straight reporting with a clear analytical thesis (an opinion; 

shot-calling), which is that international law is an option for the disputants. 

iii. The Monitor’s Terrorism & Security blog 

Philippines feels the economic cost of standing up to China (May 15, 2012) 

Twenty-four comments, thirty Tweets and ninety Facebook recommendations 

 “The South China Sea territorial dispute between China and the Philippines is 

beginning to take a toll on the Philippine economy, which is dependent on a steady 
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Chinese demand for its products. 

 “The number of Chinese tourists coming to the Philippines has also plummeted, 

prompting one of China's three major airlines to cut its daily service to Manila from 

two flights a day to one. China Southern Airlines told Xinhua that package tours to the 

Philippines have been canceled in large numbers, particularly since the National 

Tourism Administration issued ‘travel safety advice’ and the Chinese embassy in the 

Philippines reported large-scale anti-China demonstrations in response to the dispute 

over Scarborough Shoal. Most of the Chinese tour groups in the country will leave by 

tomorrow.” 

 Highlights: Factual reporting, with details (color) and without predictions, 

advice or shot-calling. 

1-D: Thomson-Reuters, international financial news agency 

i. Reuters main news website, Reuters.com 

Philippines refuses to budge on S China Sea row (July 23, 2012) 

No comments, three Facebook recommendations 

“Philippine President Benigno Aquino refused to budge on Monday on a 

territorial dispute with China, asking Beijing to respect Manila's rights in the South 

China Sea and announcing plans to upgrade military capabilities. 

 “Addressing a joint session of the Philippine Congress for the third time since his 

election in 2010, Aquino asked the Filipino people to unite behind his government's 

efforts to resolve the dispute peacefully. 

 “The South China Sea has become Asia's biggest potential military flashpoint as 

Beijing’s sovereignty claim over the huge area has set it against Vietnam and the 

Philippines, as the three countries race to tap possibly huge oil reserves believed to lie 

under the seabed.” 

 Highlights: Straight news story, no voice of reporters or Thomson-Reuters, 
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background and context in third paragraph explain the story’s importance. 

Reuters’ blogs, a total of 47 at the writing of this study, do not allow for quick 

topic searches. Most are unrelated to Asia. Month-by-month searches of the four most 

likely blogs – BreakingViews, Global Investing, MacroScope and The Great Debate – 

produced nothing on the China-Philippines standoff. 

1-E: Forbes magazine 

Forbes main website does not carry a clearly identified news story on the 

China-Philippine standoff. As a monthly magazine, Forbes Asia normally does not 

normally report headline news as daily papers, news wires and broadcast networks do. 

i. Forbes blog 

China’s Great White Fleet - Will China's Secret Fleet Soon Outnumber The US Navy? 

(June 19, 2012, by gGaptain, contributor from Maritime and Offshore Energy News) 

4,194 page views 

 “It has been over three years since China made the drastic, but failed, attempt of 

ordering the U.S. Navy ocean surveillance ship, USNS Impeccable, to leave the South 

China Sea. The order ratcheted tensions between the US and China but resulted in 

little more than political volleys being thrown between the two countries. China has 

not given up however on claiming almost the entire body of water as their own, 

demarcating their claims within what is known as the nine-dotted line.” 

 Highlights: This blog post states facts but is written as a narrative, from the 

question (prediction) in the headline to the phrase “little more than political volleys.” 

1-F: Financial Times 

i. Beyondbrics blog 

Philippines: China-funded Northrail project derailed (Oct. 10, 2012) 

Thirteen Tweets and one Facebook share 

“The Philippines’ hopes for reconfiguring a delayed China-funded commuter rail 
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project into a high-speed train service that will link Manila to a new and bigger airport 

in a former US air force base 80km north of the capital has gone off track. 

 “Last month, the Export-Import Bank of China, which was funding the North 

Luzon rail project with two loans, cancelled the first tranche of $400m and demanded 

immediate payment on the disbursed portion, which amounted to $185m including 

interest. The second loan of $500m, which was signed but never used, is now deemed 

cancelled too. 

 “The loan cancellation came as two countries were locked in a diplomatic row 

over the continuing presence of Chinese vessels in Scarborough shoal, a disputed part 

of the South China Sea about 120 nautical miles west of the Philippines’ main island 

of Luzon.” 

Highlights: This blog post that comes half a year after the conflict in question 

reports a new development in the news. It is factually reported with no opinionated 

writing. 

ii. Financial Times “Beyondbrics” blog 

Philippines vs. China: going bananas (May 11, 2012) 

Two comments, thirteen Tweets and sixteen Facebook shares 

 “The month-long impasse between Chinese and Philippine ships in a disputed 

area in the South China Sea has many unforeseen consequences. Now, the standoff 

over rich fishing grounds could potentially deprive wealthy Chinese consumers of the 

tasty but pricey Philippine bananas that used to be exported mainly to Japan. 

 “China’s quarantine authorities have blocked 43 batches of Philippine bananas 

after finding some pests in the tropical fruits shipped in April. The Philippines 

department of agriculture is verifying the findings, and is exchanging test results with 

China’s Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine.” 

 Highlights: Opinion is clear from the first and second sentences, likewise the 
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words “tasty but pricey;” second paragraph is factual and written in news style. 

iii. Financial Times main news website 

China grapples with great power status 

Beijing vies with Japan over disputed islands (Oct. 16, 2012) 

“Whenever a Japanese coast guard patrol close to the Senkaku Islands scans the 

horizon these days, Chinese ships are likely to appear in the lens. Virtually every day 

for the past two weeks Beijing has sent maritime surveillance vessels into waters 

close to the disputed archipelago. A very public exercise in displaying its fury over 

Japan’s move to nationalize some of the islands, which Tokyo controls but Beijing 

also claims sovereignty over. 

 “On Tuesday Japan’s defence ministry said seven Chinese warships were sailing 

in waters close to Okinawa, not far from the disputed archipelago. 

“This dangerous game of cat and mouse is the latest example of China’s 

bickering with other nations near and far. It is a state of affairs that illustrates that the 

new leaders of the Communist party who take power after its congress in November 

will inherit a country ill at ease with its place in the world. 

“Earlier this year, Beijing was in a stand-off with the Philippines over 

Scarborough Shoal, a spit of sand in the South China Sea, and before that with 

Vietnam and the Philippines over fishing and drilling rights in those disputed waters.” 

 Highlights: This news analysis brings the Sino-Philippine dispute into a single 

story with China’s separate maritime spat with Japan. Opinion shows in phrases such 

as “very public: and “dangerous game of cat and mouse.” There are few new facts. 

 

Story topic 2: China establishes a city and a military garrison on a disputed islet, 

upsetting other claimants and the United States. This move follows China’s 

launch of an oil rig. 
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2-A: Wall Street Journal 

i. Wall Street Journal blogs, June 7, 2012 

Like it or Not: State Oil Company Becomes ‘Flag’ in South China Sea 

“Sometimes oil companies follow the flag, sometimes the flag follows them — 

and sometimes they themselves become the flag.” 

 “The third scenario has come to pass in the highly contested South China Sea 

with the recent launch of a new deepwater rig by China’s state-run China National 

Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) roughly 320 kilometers south of Hong Kong.” 

 Highlights: Subjective analysis (“sometimes they themselves become the flag) 

coupled with facts in the second paragraph. 

ii. Wall Street Journal blogs, July 17, 2012 

China Fishing Fleet Arrives in Disputed Waters 

“As promised over the weekend, an extensive fleet of Chinese fishing vessels has 

started working the waters around the disputed Nansha Islands in the South China Sea 

-- and they’ve brought along a crew from the country’s state broadcaster to document 

the excursion.” 

 Highlights: Narrative style, subjective adjective (extensive), shot-calling (“as 

promised); also factual. 

iii. Wall Street Journal online news (not blogs) 

New Tensions Rise on South China Sea 

Beijing Summons U.S. Envoy to Express ‘Strong Dissatisfaction’ Over Washington’s 

Criticism of Planned Military Garrison (Aug. 5, 2012) 

“BEIJING—China summoned a U.S. diplomat to rebut a State Department 

accusation that Beijing is hampering diplomatic efforts to defuse long-simmering 

tensions over the disputed South China Sea. 

 “The latest tit-for-tat underscores how China, the U.S. and Southeast Asian 
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nations remain far apart in resolving what has emerged as a possibly volatile flash 

point.” 

 Highlights: Straight, old-school news lead, dateline, and a billboard (“the latest 

tit-for-tat…”) on the story’s importance follow the conventions of traditional news 

writing before blogs emerged. 

2-B: Voice of America  

i. VOA main news website 

Panetta Heads to China as Territorial Disputes Simmer (Sept. 13, 2012) 

Fifteen Tweets and twelve Facebook recommendations 

 “PENTAGON — U.S. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta will be in China next 

week, on a visit aimed at easing mutual suspicions that have risen during territorial 

disputes in the South China Sea and China's rapid military development. 

 “But the United States has expressed concern about rising tensions in the South 

China Sea and about China's establishment of a military garrison in Hainan province, 

an action that has drawn protests from neighboring Vietnam.” 

Highlights: Straight news reporting, facts only 

ii. VOA main news website 

China Warns Vietnam to Stop Oil Exploration in Disputed Region (July 20, 2012) 

Sixteen Tweets 

“China has warned Vietnam to stop "unilateral oil and gas exploration" in 

disputed areas of the South China Sea, as the two countries' long-standing maritime 

dispute continues to heat up.” 

 Highlights: Factual reporting; descriptive adjectives only, or use of quotation 

marks 

iii. VOA blogs 

Is China Overplaying Its Hand in the South China Sea? (July 27, 2012) 
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Fifty-eight comments, twenty-three Tweets and thirty-nine Facebook 

recommendations 

 “China is setting up shop on a tiny island in the South China Sea, deploying 

troops and civilian administrators in a move that is raising tensions in the region and 

seriously annoying Vietnam and the Philippines.” 

 “The move comes on the heels of a conference of the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN) earlier this month that couldn’t agree on a Code of Conduct 

to deal with conflicting territorial claims on islands in the region.” 

 Highlights: This piece written in the context of China’s garrison is cast as a blog, 

including a photo of the correspondent. The context is factual and written in news 

style, sparing opinion save for the metaphor “setting up shop.” 

2-C: Christian Science Monitor 

i. Monitor’s Global News blog 

Why China is founding a new city on a coral reef? (July 25, 2012) 

Twenty-eight comments, fifty-five Tweets and sixty-three Facebook recommendations 

 “Official Chinese media just announced the founding of a city that spans a series 

of tiny coral reefs, some often submerged. Chinese leaders can’t quite replicate the 

glass towers of Shanghai or the city walls of Beijing there. But that’s not the point.” 

 “China’s establishment of Sansha City in the disputed, resource-rich South China 

Sea shows the nation’s commitment to edge out five other claimants to most or all of 

the ocean area in a tense sovereignty dispute and keep the United States at bay – all 

without using military force.” 

Highlights: Factual with a tone of skepticism (“that’s not the point”) indicating 

that China did not set up a city for the sake of a city; the phrase “shows the nation’s 

commitment” conveys the correspondent’s prediction or personal view. 

ii. Monitor’s Global News blog 
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Beijing and US tense up over fresh South China Sea dispute (Aug. 7, 2012) 

Eight comments, twenty-four Tweets and twelve Facebook recommendations 

“The United States and China splashed unusually harsh words on each other this 

week, but it may prove just a ripple in a larger dispute. 

 “In short, Beijing summoned a senior US diplomat Aug. 4, after Washington 

criticized a new city and military garrison that China set up in a widely contested 

ocean area stretching 3.5 million kilometers (1.4 million miles), from Taiwan to 

Singapore.” 

 Highlights: Facts, mostly in the second paragraph, co-mingled with opinion in 

the first (the phrase “unusually harsh” and a prediction, i.e. “may prove just a 

ripple.”) 

 The Monitor did not cover China’s city and military garrison on its main news 

website. 

2-D: Thomson-Reuters 

i. Reuters main news website 

China to formally garrison disputed South China Sea (July 22, 2012) 

Twelve comments and 213 Facebook recommendations 

“China's powerful Central Military Commission has approved the formal 

establishment of a military garrison for the disputed South China Sea, state media said 

on Sunday, in a move which could further boost tensions in already fractious region. 

“China has a substantial military presence in the South China Sea and the move 

is essentially a further assertion of its sovereignty claims after it last month upped the 

administrative status of the seas to the level of a city, which it calls Sansha.” 

 Highlights: straight reporting, context (the word “powerful” and the phrase 

“could further boost tensions”) mixed with details of the news event; opinion (shot 

calling) expressed through the phrase “essentially a further assertion….” 
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ii. Reuters main news website 

Analysis: China unveils oil offensive in South China Sea squabble (Aug. 1, 2012) 

Eleven comments, 185 Facebook recommendations 

“First came the diplomatic offensive, then the flexing of military muscle. 

 “Now, China is opening a third front to assert its claims in the South China Sea -- 

moving ahead with its first major tender of oil and gas blocks in disputed parts of its 

waters. 

 “China National Offshore Oil Corp (CNOOC), a state oil giant, invited foreign 

firms in late June to bid on oil blocks that overlap territory being explored by Vietnam, 

putting the 160,000 sq km of water on offer at the forefront of Asia's biggest potential 

military flashpoint.” 

 Highlights: Cautious language and factual reporting of spot news reporting but 

written as a narrative, i.e. “first, then…now;” also news-related context such as 

“forefront of Asia’s biggest potential military flashpoint.”  

 The four Reuters blogs examined for the first news event also yield nothing on 

the military garrison, though they are not directly searchable. Broader keyword 

searches on Reuters.com produced no relevant results. 

2-E: Forbes magazine 

i. Forbes blog post 

China Stoops To Administer In Disputed Southern Waters (June 25, 2012) 

1,322 page views 

“Libertarians aghast at the hydra-headed apparatus in Washington would have 

apoplexy in China, where the basic rule of government bureaucracy is that you can 

never have too much. Combine this tendency with China’s robust defense of its 

maritime sovereignty and your next stop is Yongxing Island, the prefectural capital of 

the South China Sea. Yongxing is a big rock in the Xisha (‘West Sand’) aka Paracel 
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Islands, among the disputed islands that China and its neighbors covet. Nobody 

actually lives there, and it doesn’t have much in the way of amenities (definitely no 

Starbucks). 

Highlights: Opinion is clear from the numerous subjective adjectives (such as 

hydra-headed) and the comment about lacking amenities. 

2-F: Financial Times 

i. Financial Times main news website. 

US and China argue over South China Sea (Aug. 5, 2012) 

 “China and the US stepped up their war of words over territorial disputes in the 

South China Sea at the weekend, with the Chinese foreign ministry calling in a senior 

US diplomat to protest about remarks by the US state department. 

 “China last month shocked its neighbours by establishing a new military garrison 

in the South China Sea. The US state department on Friday said the move risked 

raising tensions “counter to collaborative diplomatic efforts to resolve differences”. 

 Highlights: Reaction story, mostly fact but hints of opinion through the 

interpretation “stepped up their war of words” and the statement that China had 

“shocked” its neighbors with a garrison. 

No Financial Times blog posts could be located for this topic. 

 

Story topic 3: China and Southeast Asian nations sit down to discuss signing a 

code of conduct to prevent mishaps in the disputed sea, but China declines to 

sign, further upsetting the United States (July-November 2012) 

3-A: Wall Street Journal 

i. Journal’s main news website (slotted under “Review and Outlook) 

The South China Cede (July 13, 2012) 

Five comments 
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“China is picking fights with its neighbors again. In June it was with the 

Philippines over a remote shoal near the island of Luzon. Then it announced it was 

sending ‘combat-ready patrols’ through disputed waters. More recently it has been 

encroaching in Japanese waters. It’s part of Beijing's assert-and-divide approach to 

claiming the South China Sea for itself. Yet so far the neighbors aren't doing enough 

to stop Beijing's bullying. 

 “That's the news coming out of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(Asean) meeting this week in Cambodia, also attended by U.S. Secretary of State 

Hillary Clinton. At issue is the new ‘code of conduct.’” 

 Highlights: Though labeled a news article, this piece carries a mix of fact and 

opinion (“assert-and-divide approach” and “picking fights”). 

ii. Journal’s Southeast Asia blog 

Asean War of Words Over South China Sea Continues (July 18, 2012) 

Fifty-one comments 

 “The recriminations and finger-pointing after last week’s busted Asean summit 

continue. 

 “It’s also unclear whether there will be a way out of the impasse, though some 

diplomats are trying to find one. Indonesian Foreign Minister Marty Natalegawa set 

off on an emergency swing through Southeast Asia on Wednesday to try to patch up 

disagreements over the sea issue, including some form of code of conduct to govern 

future disputes, the Associated Press said.” 

 Highlights: The first paragraph is opinion as it implies that the whole Asean 

process has been about “recriminations and finger-pointing.” The second paragraph 

offers a opinion (“unclear”) as well as a list of facts. 

3-B: Voice of America 

i. Voice of America blogs 
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U.S. Sees Ongoing Tensions Over South China Sea (posted on Sept. 7, 2012) 

Five comments, ten Tweets, six Facebook recommendations 

“Rival claims to the South China Sea by China, Malaysia, Taiwan, Vietnam, 

Brunei, and the Philippines are going to go through a period of higher tensions, no 

matter what,’ according to senior State Department official traveling in Asia with U.S. 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. 

 “That certainly seemed to be the case when Clinton visited Beijing this week as 

part of her tour of the region to calm tensions over the South China Sea. She found 

little appetite for compromise during her meeting with Chinese Foreign Minister Yang 

Jiechi.” 

Highlights: This piece is written in straight-forward radio style leading on the 

background, but the second paragraph contains hints of opinion such as the word 

“certainly” and the phrase “found little appetite.” 

ii. Voice of America blogs 

Clinton Renews Call for Code of Conduct Between China, ASEAN (Sept. 5, 2012) 

No comments, Tweets or Facebook recommendations 

 “U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has renewed her call for China to agree 

on a code of conduct for managing territorial disputes in the South China Sea. 

 “At a Wednesday news conference in Beijing, Clinton told reporters it is in 

‘everyone's interest’ for China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations to 

agree on the code. China has insisted on bilateral negotiations with each of its weaker 

rival claimants in the energy rich region, a position that gives it considerably more 

clout. 

 But Clinton denied accusations that the U.S. was attempting to rein in China's 

influence, saying Washington does not take a side in the disputes and does not want 

“unhealthy competition” with Beijing. 
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 Highlights: News story only, may be put together from wire reports. 

iii. Voice of America main news website 

APEC Leaders to Discuss Rival South China Sea Claims (Sept. 4, 2012) 

One comment, sixteen Tweets, nine Facebook recommendations 

“BEIJING — Asia-Pacific leaders meeting in Russia this week are expected to 

discuss how best to reconcile border disputes in the South China Sea. Vietnam, 

Taiwan, Malaysia, Brunei, the Philippines and China all have competing territorial 

claims. 

 “Chinese patrols in contested waters, and a new Chinese garrison on a disputed 

island put rival claims to the South China Sea front and center at this week's forum of 

the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation. 

 “U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton says Southeast Asian nations should 

draft a unified code of conduct with China to resolve competing claims to the sea.” 

 Highlights: Straight news story previewing the code of conduct discussions, no 

opinion given by the reporter or VOA itself. 

3-C: Christian Science Monitor 

i. Christian Science Monitor blogs 

Why won't China sign the South China Sea code of conduct? (Global News Blog, July 

12, 2012) 

“Here they go again. Asian governments with overlapping claims to the South 

China Sea are working this week toward a code of conduct for handling the frequent 

upsets between competing naval ships. 

“The Obama administration is pressing Beijing to accept a code of conduct for 

resolving territorial disputes in the resource-rich South China Sea, a difficult 

mediation effort that has faced resistance from the communist government. 

 “The agreement, raised at the Association of South East Asian Nations in 
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Cambodia, would be the 10th covering essentially the same territorial dispute since 

the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The idea is that it would 

spell out what ships should do to avoid a clash but it wouldn’t actually spell out how 

to resolve competing claims, according to regional news media. 

 “So what’s the big deal behind this year’s deal – besides calming nervous people 

onshore and making their leaders look like saintly peacemakers?” 

 Highlights: Question in the headline, attitude and voice clear from the first 

sentence; this blog post states the news of the day, which is that claimant countries 

have met to discuss a code of conduct. 

ii. Christian Science Monitor blogs 

Tensions mount in South China Sea: here’s how to ease them (guest blogger, Sept. 12, 

2012) 

 “During her visit to the Asia Pacific last week, Secretary of State Hillary 

Rodham Clinton spoke to the dispute over the South China Sea, arguably one of the 

region’s most intractable challenges that, left unmanaged, could uproot stability in 

East Asia. Those countries at the heart of the dispute -- particularly China, Vietnam 

and the Philippines -- need to “establish rules of the road and clear procedures for 

peacefully addressing disagreements,” Secretary Clinton urged. 

 “The dispute is complex. States ringing the sea are becoming increasingly 

assertive in their claims, driven by concerns of nationalism, sovereignty, and even the 

need to stake claims to the region’s lucrative (but dwindling) fish stocks. And then 

there are the potential petroleum resources.” 

 Highlights: The blogger goes on to offer two suggestions, using the words “need” 

and “should” to state his opinion. Otherwise, the blog reads like a sourced, 

fact-checked story offering new news on the South China Sea issue. 

iii. Christian Science Monitor main news website 
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Complex web of interests drives US bid for calm on South China Sea (Sept. 24, 2012) 

 “The United States is urging Asian leaders to cool increasingly heated territory 

disputes in the Asia Pacific – with good reason, say analysts. 

 “The US has intense interest in Asian leaders working things out peacefully. 

Competing claims to islets or swaths of ocean could disrupt trade – or worse, cut off 

lanes used by American commercial shippers, as well as the US Navy.” 

 Highlights: Lead sourced to analysts, no editorial question marks, point of the 

story made clear up front, adjectives point to an editorial opinion. 

3-D: Thomson-Reuters 

i. Reuters.com, main news website 

Tensions flare over South China Sea at Asian summit (Nov. 19, 2012) 

 “Japan warned on Monday that a row over the South China Sea could damage 

‘peace and stability’ in Asia as China stalled on a plan to ease tensions and 

disagreements flared between the Philippines and Cambodia over the contentious 

territorial issue. 

 “ASEAN on Sunday agreed to formally ask China to start talks on a Code of 

Conduct (CoC) aimed at easing the risk of naval flashpoints, according to its 

Secretary General, Surin Pitsuwan. But Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao appeared 

to play down the need for urgent action in talks on Sunday night with Hun Sen.” 

 Highlights: Straight, factual reporting; the word “contentious” gives the story a 

sense of importance, likewise the words “naval flashpoint;” the phrase “appeared to” 

is a journalistic tool to aid accuracy. 

As with the other two news events, Reuters bloggers have posted little searchable 

material. From this event category, one blog post emerged. 

ii. Re-thinking U.S.-China relations, (guest blogger Nina Hachigian, Nov. 19, 

2012) 
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“The United States and China have been searching for a new way to frame their 

relationship. President Barack Obama’s trip this week to Southeast Asia, the focus of 

much U.S-Chinese tension, reminds us that with new leadership now set in both 

countries, it is time for them to carry on with that important task. 

 “The state of the U.S.-China relationship today provides a good argument for the 

need of a new rule-based frame. The areas most susceptible to misperceptions and 

escalating frictions are those where no common rules apply -- like cyber-attacks and 

maritime activity in the South China Sea.” 

 Highlights: “Opinion” label at the top of the post, strong opinion words such as 

“it is time for them to carry on with that important task” and “provides a good 

argument.” 

3-E: Forbes magazine (see comment under 1-A about Forbes print and core news 

website stories) 

i. Forbes blogs 

Hillary Clinton In China, Talks Military In South China Sea (Sept. 4, 2012) 

401 page views 

 “Secretary of State Hillary Clinton arrived in Beijing on Tuesday, hoping cooler 

heads will prevail over rising tensions between the two countries due to a growing 

American military presence in the region. 

 “China warned Washington this week not to get involved in South China Sea 

territorial disputes, loaded, of course, with oil and gas and have set China against the 

Philippines and Japan who both claim rights to the tiny energy rich islands in the sea. 

China says no-can-do to that. In China’s view, the South China Sea is named after 

them, and belongs to them, including its natural resources under water.” 

 Highlights: This blog post leads with a list of facts being set up for an analysis; 

phrases such as “cooler heads” and “of course” dropping clues that this post carries 
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hints of opinion. 

3-F: Financial Times 

i. Financial Times main news website 

South China Sea issue divides Asean (July 16, 2012) 

 “For an organization that chose ‘One Community, One Destiny’ as the banner for 

its latest summit, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) could not have 

imagined a more embarrassing outcome. 

 “The summit, attended by the foreign ministers of the 10-member bloc, was to 

have ended last week with an endorsement of its position on a range of regional issues, 

most of all on the highly-charged issue of conflicting claims with China to territory in 

the South China Sea, which has become Asia’s biggest potential military flashpoint.” 

 Highlights: This story, though not a blog post, reveals the newspaper’s opinion in 

the lead with the phrase “embarrassing outcome.” The second paragraph is factual. 

 No Financial Times blog posts could be located for this topic. 

 

Appendix B 

Content from news media with no international news blogs 

 

Agence France-Presse 

 The French news agency regards itself as one of the world’s top three 

international wire services along with Associated Press and Thomson Reuters. Its 

“Correspondent/behind the news” blog (http://blogs.afp.com/correspondent/) did not 

cover the South China Sea in 2012, though correspondents wrote about other parts of 

the world, from Nigeria to North Korea. They did not use the blogs to report news, 

rather to share private observations or experiences in keeping with the reporter’s 

notebook tradition. A typical one from the Israel-Palestine conflict from Nov. 27, 
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2012, reads like this: “AFP correspondent Sara Hussein covered the recent conflict in 

Gaza between Israel and Hamas. Like many journalists, she found herself trying to 

compose timely and interesting tweets – the telegram-like messages on Twitter -- 

while dodging bomb blasts and reassuring editors worried about her scooping her own 

yet-to-be published stories.” 

 

Associated Press and Bloomberg 

U.S.-headquartered Associated Press, an international news wire, does not have 

official news blogs. Its peer Bloomberg writes two technology blogs and publicizes a 

blog on changes in the company itself. The BBC also contracts out a list of blogs 

(searchable by alphabet letter), but they do not expressly cover news in East Asia. 

 

Asian English-language news media 

 The following section examines four Asian media, published in English, with 

news websites but no blogs or none that regularly cover geopolitics. 

Manila Bulletin: This study found no reporting on the South China Sea by the 

Bulletin’s bloggers in 2012. Articles on the paper’s main website are often reported 

with a home-court point of view, reflecting the Philippine government’s sovereignty 

claims. On April 20, the newspaper’s website published a story headlined “PH 

Position on Scarborough Shoal” and bylined by the Philippine foreign ministry. On 

April 17, an article (rather than opinion piece) with the headline “More to the Point: 

Scarborough Shoal” plays up Manila’s pursuit of a settlement in the Scarborough 

Shoal dispute. “The continuing pursuit of their unilateral interests could threaten 

peace in the region” the story reads. “On the other hand, the option to cooperate in 

establishing a joint maritime zone for the purpose of resource management and 

environmental protection is perceived by many as the most desirable solution.” 
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 South China Morning Post: This Hong Kong daily newspaper with a focus on 

China used staff and news wire reports to cover the South China Sea disputes from 

April 2012. Its three most frequently used contract bloggers (the paper itself does not 

operate one) are Doug Young, who uses original reporting and personal opinion to 

cover business news in China, John Kennedy, who re-reports Chinese domestic 

political news by citing other online media, and Amy Li, who covers domestic news 

by translating most of it from mainland-based Chinese-language media. Li’s and 

Young’s blogs cover news much as the Post’s chief website and newspaper do. But 

they focus on secondary news and do not cover regional political matters such as the 

South China Sea.  

This study conducted an e-mail question-and-answer with one of the South 

China Morning Post’s bloggers. (See Appendix C) 

 Taipei Times: The daily paper that covers Taiwan uses news wires to report 

major developments in the South China Sea. Its staff reporters and the local Central 

News Agency wire both cover Taiwan’s official actions and statements on the South 

China Sea in a traditional, factual style of news reporting. There are no blog posts. 

 The Star: Online news reports from this Malaysian daily newspaper cover the 

South China Sea conflict through factually reported staff and news wire reports. The 

Star does not operate any news blogs. 

 

Appendix C 

E-mail questions and answers from journalists. Some journalists answered just two of 

the three questions asked. 

 

Generic questions 

4. Why does your media organization operate news blogs in addition to standard 
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website news content? 

5. What are the key differences between your organization’s blog content and 

other online news content? 

6. How does your news organization decide what to put on its blogs? 

 

Christian Science Monitor correspondent 

1. Why does the Monitor publish news blogs in addition to standard news 

website reports? 

Blogs offer an opportunity to offer information and insight on aspects of life and 

public affairs in a country that would interest a reader but might not warrant a full 

story. They are easily readable, accessible and provide variety of style and approach. 

2. What are the key differences between Monitor blog content and its other 

online news content? 

Monitor blog content is rarely “off the top of one’s head.” It must be sound, and 

sourced, as must standard news content. But blogs can be light hearted as well as 

serious, touching on social trends or unusual events that illustrate a deeper point about 

a country or region. They can be more "written" in a more individual style and they 

are more open to a point of view. 

3. How does the Monitor decide what to put on its blogs? 

You would have to ask the editors that; it's above my pay grade. I choose 

subjects that fit the criteria above. 

 

Financial Times blog editor  

1. Why does the FT publish news blogs in addition to standard website and 

newspaper stories? 

The initial motivation was probably that the FT saw the changes introduced by 
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the Internet to the way people access and consume the news and decided it needed to 

adapt its content to suit that. It has since developed into an alternative way for us to 

showcase the journalism that we do in ways that don't fit the mould imposed by the 

print newspaper. 

This applies less for tech blog, but for a lot of our other blogs they are focused on 

much narrower niches that won't find as much room in the standard website because 

they deal with issues that have a narrower appeal. This can be in terms of subject 

matter (Material World blog for fashion, Money Supply for central bank-related stuff, 

etc.) or it can be in terms of tone/style/target audience (Alphaville, our most-read blog, 

is a good example – it’s written for traders and you can see the language is v different 

from ‘standard’ FT stuff) Lastly it can be a way to promote a personal brand – Martin 

Wolf's blog or Gideon Rachman's The World blog, for example). 

2. What are the key differences between FT blog content and other online news 

content? 

 There are many things that we can do in blogs that we can't/don't do with other 

online news content. The live blog is a good example 

(http://blogs.ft.com/tech-blog/2013/01/apples-crucial-quarter-earnings-call-live/). 

Having picture-rich posts is another. More in terms of editorial decisions of what’s a 

blog and what's a normal story -- we can do product reviews on our blogs, for 

example. Or much shorter, almost tweet-length posts (in theory – in practice we do 

very few of these short, snappy posts). 

3. How does the FT decide what to put on its blogs? 

There was, and is, a certain degree of “oh it’s not good enough for the paper so 

let's just put it on the blog,” but we’re moving more and more away from that. The 

tech blog has a somewhat unique challenge in that there is always masses of things 

happening in tech, both big and small, that we can potentially blog about, and lots and 

http://blogs.ft.com/tech-blog/2013/01/apples-crucial-quarter-earnings-call-live/
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lots of competition (allthingsd, techcrunch, verge, techmeme, etc. etc. etc.). There are 

probably much fewer central bank-focused blogs that compete with Money Supply, 

for example. So you put that together with the fact that we have no dedicated staff that 

just works for the blog, either on the reporting or production side, and the decision 

making becomes much more driven by resource constraints. So basically – speaking 

purely for the tech blog – this means we’re never going to be as fast or as 

comprehensive as our competitors. So we need to offer something different, which is 

often in the form of insight/quick analysis from our writers, or we do things that 

service the broader FT readership as a whole – so product reviews that otherwise don't 

have a home on the FT site but that some of our readers remain interested in. 

 

Reuters News editor 

1. Why does Reuters publish news blogs in addition to standard news 

website stories? 

Reuters offers blogs for many of the same reasons everyone blogs: to raise 

questions, add color, add interest, invite dialogue and enrich the reader’s pleasure in 

learning about the subjects commented on. Here’s how the Reuters Style Handbook 

sums up the intent: “Reuters journalists blog to trigger discussions on topical issues, 

point to the most interesting material on a subject elsewhere on the Web, take readers 

behind the scenes of our newsgathering, solicit questions for interviews, and add color, 

anecdote and angles that don’t make it into our other story types. In addition, blogging 

is the easiest way we have of handling multimedia story-telling and some Reuters 

journalists produce video blogs.” In general, good blogs engage, enliven and enlighten 

readers on the subject being blogged. That makes Reuter blogs nice places to step into 

and out of for extra perspective on the news. 

 2. What are the key differences between Reuters blog content and other online 
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news content? 

Reuters blogs adhere to the same style rules and mandates as Reuters news 

reporting. Again, to quote our Handbook: “Internet reporting is nothing more than 

applying the principles of sound journalism to the sometimes unusual situations 

thrown up in the virtual world. The same standards of sourcing, identification and 

verification apply. Apply the same precautions online that you would use in other 

forms of newsgathering and do not use anything from the Internet that is not sourced 

in such a way that you can verify where it came from.” General rule for a Reuters 

blogger: be interesting; be conversational (i.e. raise questions, invite contributions, 

discuss what’s happening on other blogs, leave some loose ends, and respond to 

comments made by readers); be helpful (e.g. link to external sites with relevant 

information); monitor other bloggers in the same space and attempt to build reciprocal 

links with them; tag posts so that they are easy for search engines to find.; make use 

of multimedia whenever possible and think about a post’s layout; inject some 

personality into posts and include observation and anecdote; credit the original source 

of all content embedded in posts.; make sure posts are seen by a second pair of eyes 

before publication; ask copy desks to place a link to the post on relevant stories. 

3. How does Reuters decide what to put on its blogs? 

Aside from what I said above in No. 2, it’s useful to know what Reuters does not 

put in blogs. A Reuters blogger should NOT be opinionated. You are free to make 

observations, ask questions and make an argument. But blogging at Reuters is not a 

license to vent personal views. We are always bound by the Trust Principles of 

accuracy, fairness and freedom from bias. We also do not respond in anger to 

comments that appear on posts. We do not knowingly link to any material that might 

infringe on a copyright. We do not take insights and ideas from another blogger or site 

without acknowledgment. And, lastly, we try our best not to have all the color and 
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personality edited out of our posts! 

 

South China Morning Post blogger 

1. In your experience, what is the key difference between SCMP's (South China 

Morning Post’s) blogs and its main online news content? 

In my experience, the SCMP is quite a bit more flexible in its blogs in terms of 

allowing the author to express an opinion. This is probably true for most publications 

in general. This doesn't mean that journalistic standards of blog content are any lower 

than for the regular paper, but just that the author is allowed to express his or her own 

views in the blog. By comparison, reporters would rarely express such views in 

regular articles. 

2. How does the SCMP (or you as an individual blogger) decide what to put on 

blogs that are supported by the newspaper? 

We agreed early on that the SCMP would allow me to decide the content of my 

blogs, which are similar in content to commentaries I already write on my own blog. 

Generally speaking I stick to subjects where I have a long expertise based on my past 

jobs in Reuters reporting on China company news. That includes a particular focus on 

tech, which was a subject I reported on for many years. 

 

Voice of America reporter 

1. Why does the VOA publish news blogs in addition to standard website and 

broadcast reports? How does the VOA decide what to put on its blogs? 

From what I understand, some VOA correspondents choose to write their own 

blogs that are edited and then published on our website. But, it is not a requirement 

and the organization does not go out of its way to encourage blogs. It’s up to the 

correspondents. VOA’s website also has reports that are labeled as something like 
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“blogs” but are in fact simply computer-generated compilations of wire copy. I don’t 

know why they are labeled as blogs. Our website has separate editors from our news 

side so they are not always consistent with industry standards. 

 2. What are the key differences between VOA blog content and other online news 

content? 

From what I’ve read, the blogs are more anecdotal and conversational, whereas 

our reports are more factual and direct. 

 

Forbes editors 

 Two Forbes bloggers declined to the three standard questions. As the author has 

been assigned his own Forbes blog as of April 2013, two Forbes editors were asked 

for the magazine group’s basic blogging guidelines: 

 You can write as frequently as you can – the more posts, the more traffic and the 

more you’re paid -- but you need to post at least five times a month to be paid at all. 

You’re largely autonomous as long as you stick largely to Taiwan and Asia so you 

decide what you want to post on. You’re not only the writer but also the editor, 

copyeditor, photo editor and circulation manager. That last one is important – a big 

part of getting traffic is promoting your blog by linking to your posts on Facebook, 

Twitter, Linked-In and anywhere else you think might get clicks. Interest group 

message boards can be big – if you do a story on, say, education, then education and 

school association websites and message boards can drive traffic. Sometimes groups 

post news stories of interest to their members so you want to be included. If you have 

something you particularly like, tell (name of another editor omitted) and he can post 

it on the Forbes Facebook page and tweet it out. And be sure to email links to your 

best stories to your friends and sources. Always be building a larger email list. 

 Be creative with the posts. They can be short and they can be follow-ups to 
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previous posts. You can do posts on the reaction you’ve gotten to past posts. You can 

do quick takes on the news. The quicker the better on big news. Whoever posts first 

on big news gets the clicks. Scoops are good, too. Headlines are key -- make them 

direct and informative, not clever. Pictures help get clicks, too. And tagging the stories, 

too. The key at first is to experiment. See what works, what gets you traffic and what 

doesn’t. It takes a while to build traffic and to learn all the tricks, so give things some 

time before trying something else. And don’t forget to call out your best comments 

and respond to commenters. The more engagement the more clicks.” 

  

Second Forbes editor 

 “Online readers tend to gravitate more toward opinions and analysis than the 

standard fare available on the wires. 

 “If you take the time to add Tags and also write provocative headlines, then more 

readers will make the effort to click through the links to see what you have to say.” 


